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Abstract

We present the results of a modelling study, making predictions for tracer
transport experiments carried out within the H-zone feature in the Stripa
mine. We use a direct fracture network approach to represent the system of
interconnected flow-conducting fractures comprising this zone. It is a highly
fractured granite, and our fracture-network models include up to 60000
fractures.

We have had to develop efficient algorithms to calculate the flow and transport
through these networks; these techniques are described and justified. The
first stage of modelling addressed two saline injection experiments. The
results of these were known to us and so in addition to 'predicting' the results
of these experiments, we used them to calibrate a flow model of the
experimental site. This model was then used to make true 'blind' predictions
for a set of tracer experiments carried out in the natural head-field, caused by
an open drift. Where our flow model was good, our predictions were found to
be very accurate, explaining the dispersion in the tracer breakthrough in
terms of the fracture network geometry. Discrepancies for experiments in less
well characterise^ regions of the H-zone are presented, and we suggest that
the errors in these predictions are a consequence of the inaccuracies of the
flow-field.

We have demonstrated the* ise of large-scale fracture network modelling. It
has proved very succe •;' J, and made very accurate predictions of field
experiments carried o ... the Stripa mine. The measured dispersion of
tracers can be accoun i /jr by the geometry of the fracture network flow
system.
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Introduction

Several countries are currently considering the construction of a repository for
radioactive waste deep underground. Suitable geological formations for such a
repository include hard fractured rocks, which offer good structural properties
for the construction of the repository. In addition the low permeability of such
rocks provides a geological barrier to groundwater flow, and reduces
subsequent leaching of radionuclides from the waste and transport back to
man's environment.

In preparing a safety case for a radioactive waste repository, it is important to
demonstrate an understanding of the principles of groundwater flow and
radionuclide transport through the geological host formation. Mathematical
models can then be used to make predictions of the flow and transport from the
repository on scales very much larger than the scale of experimental studies.

In fractured rocks, groundwater flows primarily through an interconnected
network of discrete fissures, and in many cases we can neglect the small flow
through the intervening rock matrix. In addition to describing the physical
processes affecting the advection and dispersion of radionuclides migrating
from the repository, we must also account for the effect of this complex
geometrical flow system. In many cases, the flow system can be represented
by an equivalent porous medium by making continuum approximations. That
is, by averaging the flow and transport processes over a sufficiently large
Representative Elementary Volume. However it is not always clear that such
approximations are valid. In particular, the effective diffusion needed to
represent the plume observed in some field-scale tracer experiments has been
observed to be scale-dependent. In order to improve our understanding of flow
and transport through fractured rocks, more direct models have been
developed, that represent the discrete network of fractures directly. It is not
possible to describe such a network of fractures explicitly. Instead we can
characterise the statistical properties of the fractures, and generate numerical
models that exhibit the same statistical properties. We can then use these
models to make predictions of those properties of the fracture network flow and
transport that are independent of the detailed properties of individual
fractures. On sufficiently large scales, the bulk flux through the network is



relatively independent of such details, and we can predict the permeability of
representative volumes. For smaller volumes where the fluxes vary between
realisations of the statistics, we can quantify the inherent uncertainty of the
flow properties.

Phase three of the OECD/NEA Stripa Project has as one of its objectives the
development of such approaches to understanding flow and transport in hard
fractured rocks, and is based on a series of experiments in Stripa mine in a
fractured granite formation. Previous reports describe the development of the
NAPSAC computer code (Grindrod et al., 1992) and its application to the
prediction of inflow to borehole experiments and to a specially excavated drift
(Herbert et al., 1990 and 1992). The results of these modelling exercises were
very encouraging and have demonstrated the feasibility of the discrete fracture
network modelling approach. They begin the process of validation of our
ability to characterise and predict flow through fracture systems such as are
found at Sthpa.

This report describes the developments of the NAPSAC fracture network
transport model (Herbert, 1990) to simulate the very large interconnected
networks through which the Stripa transport experiments were conducted;
and the application of this approach to predict the outcome of the experiments.

Section two of this report summarizes the flow modelling of the SCV site at
Stripa, on which the models of the tracer experiments were based. Section
three describes the developments of the NAPSAC transport model, and our
investigations into the importance of the various approximations made in
order to enable us to represent the very large fracture networks investigated.

The next three sections address the modelling of the three phases of transport
experiments carried out at Stripa in turn: Saline Injection I, to the D-
boreholes; Saline Injection II, to the Validation Drift; and the Tracer Injection
experiments using low injection pressures and dye/metal-complex tracers
with very accurate recovery in the validation drill. Each of these sections
describes the specific scoping, flow, and transport calculations associated with
the experiments, and discusses the results of these calculations. The final
section presents our conclusions regarding these models and fracture network
transport modelling in general. We discuss the feasibility of the approach, its
relationship to conventional approaches, and the uncertainty associated with



these very large scale simulations. Whilst there are areas of conceptual
uncertainty remaining, this work demonstrates that fracture network
modelling is feasible, and can be used to support more conventional porous
medium modelling within a safety assessment for radioactive waste disposal.



Summary of flow modelling

2.1. of the frature systems in the SCV site
Bknnodal description of finactait

The tracer transport experiments were carried out within the SCV site. The
geometry and hydraulic properties of this site have been extensively
characterised. The details of these investigations are presented by Black et al.
(1991). They identify two distinct classes of fractured rock: an averagely
fractured rock, which constitutes the bulk of the site; and a number of discrete
features within the site, identified as zones of altered properties. These zones
are extensive features, which cross the site, and are typically associated with
increased fracturing, increased transmissivity, and altered radar and seismic
properties. They dominate the flow system within the SCV site. Whilst they
can be identified using a variety of techniques, their precise location in the core
logs is not obvious. When collecting the statistical data from individual
fractures and hydraulic test intervals in the boreholes, we need to be able to
assign individual measurements to either the averagely fractured rock
networks, or to fracture networks describing one of these zones.

A fracture-zone index (FZI) has been developed (Black et al., 1991) which
defines the split of core data between the average rock and the discrete
features. They used principal component analysis to derive a single
parameter that identifies the correlated combination of properties associated
with these zones. There is no obvious bimodal distribution of the FZI, rather a
smooth distribution with a high tail of extreme values. A cutoff value was
chosen above which rock was identified as anomalous, and these sections of
the boreholes were then associated with the various planar zones within the
site.

The most significant of these zones is the H-zone, and all but one of the tracer
experiments took place within this zone. Our work addresses only tracer
transport through the H-zone. There is no reason why transport models could
not be constructed to represent experiments in the average rock and the
greater availability of data for the average rock would reduce uncertainty in



the flow solutions used.

The H-zone is a strong hydraulic feature within the site and is associated with
a red colouration of the granite: it may be a small fault zone (Gale et al-, 1991).
The H-zone is much less well characterise than the average rock since it is
only 5 to 10m wide and the lengths of borehole or y»"Kw* intersecting it are
fthort. Nevertheless, sufficient data has been collected to characterise the
fracture network comprising the H-zone, and to construct numerical models of
the fracture system, albeit with a greater uncertainty associated with the
statistical properties of its fracture network. Again the details of the
characterisation of the fracture network of the H-zone are given in Herbert et
•1.(1992).

22. Predictions of peimcabflity of the H

We derived estimates of the permeability of the H-zone feature within the SCV
site as part of our predictions of groundwater inflow to the D-holes and
Validation Drift. These predictions were derived from network models based
on observations of fracture system geometry and borehole tests. We based our
interpretation of the fracture network geometry on the data collected for
hydraulically active fractures as identified in the core logs. That is, we
modelled systems corresponding to all the coated fractures observed. This
results in a very large, well-connected network model. Analysis of hydraulic
tests indicated that many of these fractures are relatively untransmissive.
This is reflected in a tail of low values in the fracture transmissivity
distribution; which was inferred by matching core logs to hydraulic test
intervals and using maximum likelihood estimators for the distribution
parameters. These untransmissive fractures can be shown to have a negligible
contribution to the network conductivity, and can then be removed from the
models. The error associated with this network truncation is small and
quantified. The greatest source of uncertainty in these models is in the
assumptions we made concerning the mathematical form of the statistical
distribution of fracture properties. The assumption that fracture
transmissivities and lengths are sampled from log-normal distributions is an
important assumption, and can significantly influence the shape of the
extremes of the distributions.



The permeability tensor was calculated for realisations of cubes of rock of
varying sixes. By solving for the flow through these network cubes we were
able to estimate the components of the tensor and a TMIMMIM» Representative
Elementary Volume (REV). The uncertainty in these estimates was assessed
by considering the realisation dependence and the uncertainty in fracture
system parameters. The high fracture density meant that even relatively small
volumes contained very large numbers of fractures. The 7m cube models that
were used to estimate permeability contained over 10000 fractures. This large
number of fractures meant that realisation dependence was relatively small
and the major uncertainty related to the transmissivity of fractures in the
network. In order to quantify the uncertainty associated with the inferred
fracture transmissivity distributions, a number of extreme case
interpretations were performed on the hydraulic data: these gave an
uncertainty of a factor of 10.

Table 2.1 gives the tensor components calculated for three different
realisations of 7ni cubes. Each of the 9 components is calculated independently
and so the symmetry of the calculated tensors is an indication of how well the
cubes approximate to a porous medium.

Table 2.1 Permeability tensors for 7m cubes of H-zone network.

Realisation

1

2

3
mean

Permeability (xlO 16m2)

K»
1.2

1.7

2.3

1.7

Kyy

2.0

2.3

3.9
2.7

Kzz
1.4

2.5

2.5

2.2

0.1

0.4

0.1
0 2

Kyx

0.1

0.4

0.0

0.2

Kyx

0.1

0.4

0.7
0.3

Kxy

0.1

0.4

0.7

0.3

K«
0.1
0.0

-0.4

-0.2

Kzx
0.1

-0.1

-0.3

-0.2

A similar exercise was undertaken to predict the permeability of the average
rock, but those models are not used for our transport modelling reported here.



lYedfctiomofnWto

Once the permeability of the rock has been determined, it can be used to
construct predictive models of flow experiments. We have predicted flows for

ts in the Stripa test nine as part of an integrated research
ing in the tracer transport predictions described in this

report.

First, the Simulated Drift Experiment (SDE) involved inflow to a circular array
of six D-holes*. These were held at a fixed reduced head, so as to simulate the
pressure field doe to an excavated drift but without the complications created
by a disturbed tone of rock around the excavation. The second stage involved
excavating the drift and remeasuring water inflow. The inflow can be
measured more accurately, and can be more readily associated with
individual fractures in the open drift In the final stage of the experimental
programme tracers were injected from several boreholes and recovered in the
drift

In order to predict the inflow to the borehole array it is necessary to model the
flow system out to well defined boundary conditions. This requires a mine-
scale model with a scale of kilometres rather than a few meters: it is not
feasible to represent such a large region using fracture network models and so
porous medium models of the mine were constructed (Gale et al, 1991 and
Herbert et al, 1992). These porous medium models can use the permeabilities
predicted by network modelling as described above, and thus they remain
clearly integrated in our approach based on an understanding of the flow
conducting fracture network. The calculation of the REV for the network
identifies the limits of validity of the continuum approximations inherent in
the porous medium models and predictions.

The D-holes were drilled as an array of 100m long, parallel boreholes. The
boreholes intersect two distinct hydrological features, the H and B zones,
which were identified during the SCV site characterisation and which cut
through the average rock. Whilst the H-zone has been extensively
characterised, much less data is available for the B-zone and it was only
represented at the mine-region scale as a planar zone with a conductivity
estimated from borehole tests. We did not attempt to separately characterise



the fracture network to which it corresponds.

Thus we predicted bulk fluxes to the Simulated Drift Experiment and the net
flux to each zone and the average rock. We were then able to make more
detailed predictions of the distribution of inflow to sections of the borehole in
both average rock and the H-zone by returning to direct fracture network
models. By interpolating the continuous pressure solution on the boundaries
of a fracture network model we predict the distribution of inflow amongst
individual fractures of our realisation of the network. The boundary condition
must be sufficiently far from the D-holes, ideally several REV lengths distant.
Computational constraints meant that the boundary of these detailed models
were only 10m away from the central hole, but we believe that errors due to the
smoothed boundary pressure field did not significantly influence predictions of
the inflow.

These small-scale models consisted of 10m radius penny shaped slices of the
fracture system around the borehole array. The models were used to predict
small-scale variations in inflow, both along the boreholes and between
boreholes.

Predictions for flow from the average rock are summarised in table 2.2 and
predictions for flow from the zone in table 2.3. The values given in the tables
are drawn from Herbert et al. (1992), but use corrected head boundary
conditions, since the original values were too low due to an error in
interpolating the boundary conditions from the porous media models. They
show good agreement with the experimental measurements (Olsson et al.,
1992). The H-zone predictions are less accurate as expected due to the
increased level of uncertainty associated with a less detailed characterisation.

We are confident that we have a good conceptual model of the fracture flow
system in the SCV site. The most significant conceptual uncertainty
associated with our model is the representation of flow on a single fracture. In
these models we have used an 'effective parallel plate' model both for hydraulic
test interpretation and for network flow. It works well for predicting fluxes
through the network, but does not account for channelling and may not give a
good estimate of fluid velocities or flows on individual fractures.



Table 2.2 Predictions of flow into the array of D-holes in the average rock for the
Simulated Drift Experiment.

Realisation

1

2
3

4

mean(l-4)

5

6

7

8

mean(5-8)

experiment (SDE)

Inflow (ml/min/m)

Dl

0.14

0.08

0.18

0.14

0.14

0.04

0.12

0.12

0.56

0.22

D2
1.00

0.52

0.32

0.16

0.50

0.10

0.70

0.54

0.26

0.40

D3

1.02

0.32

0.84

0.54

0.68

0.60

0.12

0.40

0.20

0.34

D4

0.36

0.24

0.26

0.34

0.30

0.36

0.68

0.58

0.92

0.64

D5

0.66

0.22

0.12

0.22

0.30

0.38

0.34

0.40

0.24

0.34

D6

0.54

0.84

0.46

0.26

0.52
0.24

0.34

0.34

0.58

0.38

Total

3.76

232
2.18

1.66

2.46

1.74

2.34
2.42
2.74
2.32

2.7

Table 2.3 Predictions of flow into the array of D boreholes in the H-zone rock for
the Simulated Drift Experiment.

Realisation

1

2

3

4

mean(l-4)
experiment (SDE)

Inflow (ml/min/m)

Dl

2.74

8.00

1.44

1.14

3.34

D2

5.68

11.42

4.82

15.28

9.30

D3

7.06

10.20

4.84

0.92

5.76

D4

2.30

0.80

5.64

4.78

3.38

D5

7.74

5.72

1.82

2.62

4.50

D6

12.38

6.38

6.88

2.20

6.96

Total

32.74

40.86

25.52

26.92

31.50

69

2.4. Predictions of flow through the disturbed zone around the
Validation Drift

The second stage of flow modelling attempted to predict the inflow to the



excavated drift located along the line of the D-holes. The disturbed zone was
not characterised experimentally, nor is there a consensus as to the physical
processes giving rise to the significant change in flow properties around such
blasted drifts. We investigated the effect of the change in fracture apertures
due to the change in normal 6tress over the fracture surface. Using an elastic
continuum model of the stress field, this resulted in a very small net increase
in the predicted fluxes. This differed from the measured decrease in flux by a
factor of about eight. We concluded that as yet undetermined physical
processes are present in the disturbed zone and we are not yet in a position to
construct fully predictive models of this zone. This zone will play an important
role in the transport of tracer into the drift, and we have had to rely on a
calibrated model of the disturbed zone in our network transport calculations.

2.5. Summary of flow models of the H-zone feature

Previous studies of the fracture network flow within the SCV site, and through
the H-zone in particular, have developed discrete fracture network models.
These models have been applied on scales of up to 10m to predict permeabilities
for the different fracture networks, which have in turn been used to
successfully model flows through the undisturbed rock of the SCV site. More
detailed predictions have been made, again on a scale of 10m, which gave good
predictions of flow to boreholes, but which did not adequately represent the
disturbed zone around the excavated Validation Drift. In the modelling, we
showed that a significant proportion of the hydraulically active fractures had
small enough conductivity that they could be neglected: the least transmissive
30% of the fracture system contributes less than 10% of the network
transmissivity.

The width of the H-zone was estimated to be 10m. This has been observed to
vary across the SCV site and in the drift the H-zone is only 5m wide. The net
inflow from the H-zone to the D-holes was a factor of 5 low, although a factor of
2 can be accounted for by an inaccurate interpolation of the boundary pressure
field from the effective porous medium model to the network model. This error
is within the limits of our estimated total uncertainty due to the input to the
network models of the H-zone, and we are confident that subject to that

10



uncertainty, we have a good description of the flow system in the undisturbed
rock. The statistical description of the H-zone flow network is summarised in
table 2.4.

Table 2.4 Summary of H-zone fracture set geometry used in SDE and
Validation Drift models (normal distributions are represented as
*mean(standard deviation)' and log-normal distributions as '

Property
Distributionjtype

Density (m~3)

Poisson

Azimuth (*)
normal

DipC)
normal
Length (ln(m))
log-normal

Transmissivity
(ln(m/s))
log-normal

Setl

4.65

240.2
(15.6)

71.2
(10.6)

-1.08
(0.60)

-21.98
(2.07)

Set 2

12.04

168.8
(18.9)

77.6
(15.5)

-1.08
(0.37)

-21.98
(2.07)

Set 3

6.55

100.6
(24.5)

80.3
(25.0)

-1.14
(0.87)

-21.98
(2.07)

Set 4

6.57

159.9
(81.7)

30.0
(12.5)

-0.80
(0.55)

-21.98
(2.07)

The H-zone was modelled as a 10m thick planar feature oriented normal to the
Validation Drift
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Approach to transport modelling

3.1 Modelling the H-zone feature

3.1.1 Modelling Approach

The transport experiments at Stripa consist of three phases: a saline injection
experiment in the H-zone, with recovery in the D-holes and some remote
sensing information from borehole radar tomography; a repeat of this
experiment following the excavation of the Validation Drift; and a series of
dye/metal-complex tracer injections. The third phase of experiments were
performed at the end of the Stripa project, and under natural pressure
gradients. It was important, for the interpretation of results, that the form of
the complete tracer recovery curve was observed. To ensure sufficiently high
flow rates, these too were mostly performed in the H-zone. Our transport
modelling was therefore restricted to modelling experiments in the H-zone.
Whilst the averagely fractured rock provides a better characterised and more
suitable flow system in which to develop our approach, time constraints meant
that we have been unable to address these experiments in this project.

The scale of the three phases of experiment was about 25m between injection
and recovery, and in order to represent the region through which tracer
passed, we need models of up to 40m by 20m of the H-zone. Such models are
much larger than any previously constructed for such an intensely fractured
rock, and we have had to develop our capabilities to address this challenge.
Indeed, our previous work shows that this scale of model is significantly
larger than a representative volume of the fracture network for the purposes of
water flux calculations. It is not however clear that equivalent porous
medium representations are appropriate for tracer transport calculations, and
the objective of our work is to demonstrate the feasibility of the fracture
network approach for understanding and predicting the outcome of large-scale
field tracer experiments. These very large fracture network models could not
be represented using the full discretisation of our standard approach. Rather
than resort to continuum approximations before proving their validity, we
chose to accept cruder discretisations and to truncate the network by deleting a

12



larger proportion of the less significant flowing fractures. These
approximations are described in detail below, and we have quantified the
corresponding loss of accuracy. Whilst we have sacrificed the accuracy of our
flow solutions on individual fractures, we retain the detailed representation of
the effect of the network geometry and its implications for flow and transport.
It is worth noting that these calculations are still very computationally
intensive after these simplifications: they involve over 60 000 fractures, 180 000
intersections, and 220 000 000 finite elements.

Our previous flow modelling has been entirely predictive forward modelling
based solely on measured characteristics of the fracture system. Whilst we
believe it to have been successful in predicting undisturbed flows, it
highlighted a lack of understanding of the properties of the disturbed zone.
There was also uncertainty in the modelling, and indeed there was a
difference of a factor of about 5 between predicted and measured flows in the H-
zone. There are further uncertainties specifically associated with transport
modelling, as discussed below. In particular, the transport characteristics of
the fracture sets in the H-zone have not been measured. In order to separate
the uncertainty due to our transport modelling, from errors induced by using
an approximate flow prediction; we calibrated our flow solution by matching
the observed water fluxes to the Simulated Drift Experiment and the
Validation Drift Experiment.

Rather than constructing regional flow models and predicting an approximate
regional pressure gradient, we chose to use the observed gradient in the H-
zone. This was interpolated from Peizomac measurement intervals (Holmes
et al., 1990). Scoping calculations were then carried out using a two-
dimensional representation of the H-zone and all major sinks in the SCV site.
This in turn provided boundary conditions to network models of specific
experiments, and helped determine appropriate model boundaries for the
network models. The averaged pressure boundary conditions are appropriate
to our network models since the models represent flows through regions
significantly larger than the scale which we have determined as
corresponding to a REV. We would expect there to be localised errors near the
boundaries where averaged pressures are applied to specific discrete
fractures, but these errors do not influence flows away from the boundary.

In principle, one has sufficient adjustable parameters in a discrete fracture

13



network model to obtain very close correspondence with the observed inflows
and fracture traces. However, conditioning details of the fracture network
intersecting the drift in this way will not be unique, nor will this approach
offer the same predictive capabilities as calibrated continuum models. Details
of the fractures hidden close to the drift may result in a wide range of possible
behaviour when the pressure gradients are modified or new tests performed
on the flow system. We chose instead to modify a few critical flow parameters
of the network as a whole. By adjusting the zone thickness, mean fracture
transmissivity, and the mean transmissivity of fractures in the disturbed zone;
we were able to obtain close matches to bulk fluxes, and a statistically similar
distribution of flow to that observed.

3.1.2 Uncertainty in H-zone model

There are several sources of uncertainty within our model of the zone. Firstly
there is some uncertainty in the permeability of the zone fracture system,
which is chiefly associated with the fracture transmissivity distribution.
Secondly the geometry of the zone is itself uncertain, the width of borehole
intersections with the feature varies between 2m and 9m in different boreholes.
Thirdly only a limited number of physical processes can be modelled and we
can never be sure that we have considered all the important phenomena in any
modelling exercise.

The transmissivity distribution was estimated from the results of constant
head tests on short intervals of boreholes intersecting the zone. However there
was some uncertainty as to the actual limits of the zone within each borehole.
Uncertainty also arises from the assumptions made in order to derive a
distribution of single fracture transmissivities from the interval
transmissivities. In order to derive this distribution we had to assume the
mathematical form of the distribution. In this case we chose to fit a lognormal
distribution. The true distribution may be quite different and this was reflected
in the poor convergence that was achieved during the maximum likelihood
fitting procedure. We also considered three different methods of assigning the
interval transmissivities and this allowed us to set upper and lower bounds for
the fracture transmissivity distribution. These upper and lower bounds on
mean fracture transmissivity spanned approximately one and a half orders of
magnitude. We believe that it is this uncertainty in transmissivity distribution
that dominates the total uncertainty on our model of the H-zone network

14



permeability.

In our predictions of flow into the D-holes and Validation Drift we assumed a
zone thickness of 10m. This is higher than the widths calculated from FZI but
we chose this width because we felt that the flow region associated with the H-
zone feature would extend beyond the intervals based on the geophysical
parameters used in the FZI. Because we modelled the zone and average rock
independently we could not model these zone/average rock interfaces, and
therefore chose a slightly wider H-zone. However the zone width used in
transport calculations will have an important effect on the arrival times. We
have therefore calibrated our model on a zone width parameter varying
between 5 and 10m.

Many different physical processes may effect the transport of tracer through
the fractured rock of the H-zone. Amongst the possible effects that we have not
included within our model are:

diffusion of tracer into the rock matrix;

reaction cf tracer with fracture surfaces and groundwater;

two-phase flow around the drift and other phenomena associated with
the disturbed zone;

relative density effects from the injection of saline fluids.

3.1.3 Truncation of network

The model of the H-zone fracture network geometry that we have defined
contains many fractures that make no significant contribution to the overall
permeability of the network. Typically these fractures will be those with very
low hydraulic aperture, small area, or those that are not connected to the
flowing part of the network. In order to decrease the computational cost of
modelling the network we can truncate the network by removing such
fractures. NAPSAC automatically removes unconnected fractures and we
have carried out a truncation study to determine those other fractures that can
be removed without a significant change in network permeability.



Previous flow modelling of the H-zone network, used an aperture based
truncation algorithm with a threshold of 4 microns. This resulted in a
decrease in permeability of approximately 10% using only 70% of the fractures
in the full network. For this work, however, because of the exceptionally large
networks that are needed to model the tracer experiments, we have used a
more severe truncation algorithm with an aperture threshold of 5 microns and
an area threshold of 0.15 nr2. This results in a 30% reduction in permeability
using only 30% of the full fracture network density. However this still results
in a very dense network with approximately 10 fracture centres per cubic
metre, and an average of 6 intersections per fracture. Table 3.1 shows a
comparison of the calculated network permeabilities for the full network and
the two truncation schemes.

Table 3.1 Comparison of permeability (m2xl016) of truncated networks

Realisation

1

2

3

Full
network

1.26
1.81
1.14

Aperture
truncation

1.08
1.73
1.04

Aperture/
area
truncation

0.89
1.38
0.78

Single
node

1.29

1.99
1.01

Error

+ 2%

+10%
-11%

3.1.4 Lower accuracy solution

NAPSAC approximates the head distribution along fracture intersections
using linear basis functions using one or more nodes. Runs typically use a
minimum of two nodes per intersection, however short intersections less than
one fracture grid element in size are modelled using a single node with a
constant head along the intersection. Highly accurate flow solutions for single
fractures can be achieved using high numbers of nodes and high fracture
discretisations. Tracer models developed in the Stripa cross-verification study
used up to 20 nodes per intersection.

In order to model the very large regions involved in the transport experiments
all intersections were approximated using a single node per intersection. This
meant that we could model volumes containing 100 000 or more fracture
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intersections. The loss in accuracy due to the assumption of constant head
along each fracture was estimated by comparing the permeability of networks
using both one and two nodes per intersection. This comparison was carried
out as part of the truncation study.

Table 3.1 shows the results of this comparison. The table includes the
calculated permeability for the lull and truncated networks, calculated using
the normal two global nodes per intersection and the permeability of the
severely truncated network using single-node fracture intersections. It should
be noted that the single node models over-estimated the flow in the truncated
network by approximately 30%. The severe truncation algorithm methods
described in the previous section result in a similar decrease in permeability.
Thus the effect of using both the truncation and low accuracy solution method
results in a loss of accuracy of less than 10%. However because we do not know
how these effects will scale with network size we have estimated a total
maximum inaccuracy due to network truncation and the low accuracy
solution method of a factor of two for the very large networks.

NAPSAC tracer transport models

3.2.1 NAPSAC tracer transport algorithm

The main tracer transport option in NAPSAC is designed to calculate the
migration and dispersal of tracer through the discrete fracture network for
which the flow regime has been determined at an earlier stage.

NAPSAC employs an approach based on particle tracking which accounts for
the details of the flow solution. The pressure solutions on individual fractures
are used as well as the network pressure field. However it would be inefficient
to maintain the pressure field and velocity field for all the finite-elements in
the model, so the problem is decomposed into a calculation of single fracture
responses followed by a network calculation of the transport of a particle
swarm.

For each fracture, the flow field is discretised in terms of a rectangular finite-
element mesh of linear triangular elements arranged as blocks of four
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triangles. The flow is determined by the pressure field and, since the pressure
varies linearly over each triangle, the groundwater velocity is constant on each
element.

A representative number of pathlines are calculated on each fracture, by
stepping the path across the mesh one element at a time. For each element the
intersection of the path with each element boundary is calculated, and the path
leaves the element at the first of these intersections. The element into which
the path has crossed is then calculated and a check is made to ascertain
whether the path has reached a fracture intersection. On reaching such an
intersection the path is complete.

There are several numerical problems associated with the method outlined
above and the tracking algorithm is controlled by a set of accuracy parameters
that can be adjusted to minimise problems of lost particles.

Each path is associated with a weight function along each intersection and
paths are started from the centre of these weight functions. Similar functions
are used to assign particles to transport nodes at the end of each path.

Once the pathlines from each transport node have been calculated on each
fracture plane, the possible connections for that node are evaluated. A list of
possible destinations, the travel time, distance and relative probabilities for a
particle leaving each node are calculated. In this way a library of paths is
created for every transport node in the network.

Transport nodes on intersections with model boundaries or boreholes are
connected to special holding nodes by extra paths which are used to handle
transport boundary conditions. Particles can be injected into the network at
model surfaces or from one or more boreholes. The particles are then tracked
through the network, from node to node, using the library of paths.

The model relies on the calculation of very accurate flow solutions, and for
cross-verification studies discretisations of up to 20 nodes per fracture have
been used to ensure such solutions. When lower accuracy solutions are used
problems with local flow sinks on fractures may occur resulting in the loss of
significant fractions of the particle swarm. Such losses may be serious since
they will be associated with the flow on particular fractures and will bias any
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estimates of tracer travel time.

3.2.2 Simplified models for large regions

The NAPSAC code contains facilities for creating a database that records the
net flux between all the intersections for a flow solution. This network of flux
connections finks the centre of every intersection on a given fracture with every
other intersection centre on the fracture. The flow from intersection centre to
intersection centre is calculated as:

(3D

where P>it is the head at node k of intersection i, and ftyd is the flow induced at
node k of intersection i by a unit pressure at node 1 of intersection j . This
database describing the flow field is relatively cheap to create since the P\\ are
already calculated during the normal NAPSAC flow solution.

The database is used to describe the flow field within network cubes for the
purpose of permeability estimation. We have now developed a transport option
based on this flux database. The advantages of the new algorithm are as
follows.

i) Computational economy. The time taken to assign the transport properties to
each connection is very small. The properties of each connection in a 60000
fracture network containing 180000 intersections can be calculated in
approximately 1000 seconds on the Cray-2.

ii) Robustness. The network of flux connections does not suffer any of the
problems of the particle tracking method. It does not need a highly accurate
flow solution over the whole fracture plane, only a good flow balance at
network intersections. This means that particles cannot get lost in local sinks
on the fracture, since the NAPSAC solution forces global flow conservation.

One of the major problems with the flux connection approach is the association
of travel times and distances to each connection. As can be seen in figure 3.2,
the pathlines calculated by the particle following method, may be tortuous, the
connection network model cannot accurately model this dispersion on a single
plane. However where dispersion is dominated by the different paths through
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the network rather than by dispersion on the fracture plane these inaccuracies
may be small. We therefore expect that the flux connection model should
perform most accurately for very large networks where particle tracking
methods will be prohibitively expensive.

We have considered three different methods of assigning travel times to the
flow in each connection; if we assume plug flow in the connection, the problem
is that of assigning effective areas to the connections since we know the
aperture of the plane containing the connection. The three methods considered
were as follows.

i) The geometric area defined by the two intersections, scaled so that the total
area associated with all the pipes on the fracture equals the fracture area.

ii) The geometric area, weighted by the flux through the pipe and scaled so that
the total area equals the fracture area.

iii) The geometric area, weighted by 1/flux through the pipe and scaled so that
the total area equals the fracture area.

The equations for the three methods are:

(i) = gij

Q>J>0

(ii)

(iii)

a»J =

Q'J>0

a'J =g'J (3.2)

Q'J>0

where g'i is the geometric area defined by intersections i and j , A is the area of
the fracture and Q'J are as in equation 3.1. More complex methods of assigning
the areas could be examined by calibrating against the particle tracking
solution.

A second inaccuracy with the method arises from the assumed mixing along
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each fracture intersection arising from the use of a single connection between
each pair of intersections. This means that we will tend to underestimate the
dispersion in the network. In the more accurate particle tracking methods
mixing would only occur over much smaller lengths of each intersection. This
allows a more accurate model of the distribution of fast and slow paths within
the network.

32.3 Consideration of channelling

When measuring transport properties of fractures, it is generally found that
the effective parallel plate model aperture required to match transport times is
different to the effective parallel plate aperture required to give the observed
fluxes. In tests on large Strip» cores, Gale et al. (1990) found 'transport
apertures' to be larger than liydraulic apertures' to match a given transport
test across the pressurised samples. The factor corresponds to a slowing of
travel times by a factor of between 2 and 7.

One possible source of the discrepancy is the fact that fracture surfaces are not
the smooth walled parallel plate idealisations used in our models, but have
rough surfaces and varying aperture over the plane. NAPSAC has an option
to consider the effect of slowly variable aperture on fracture flow and transport,
and we applied this option to look at the properties of individual fractures. The
parameters of the aperture distribution were those previously determined by
Herbert et al. (1992) to give rise to the observed variability in transmissivities
measured in borehole tests in the average rock (there was insufficient data to
confidently apply such an approach to the H-zone, although qualitative
properties of the aperture variation models are expected to be similar). In fact
we found that although with this model, fracture flow was strongly
channelled, as shown in figure 3.1, the corresponding effective parallel plate
apertures for flow and transport were very similar with discrepancies of less
than 10%. More detailed investigations by Coakley et al. (1987) suggest that the
explanation of the observed difference between transport and hydraulic
aperture may rely on the full three-dimensional flow solution over rough
fractures. This theoretical work suggests transport times should be slower by
a factor of 2 or more than the corresponding times give by a simple parallel
plate aperture fit to the flows.

This unmeasured factor may be regarded as a contribution to the uncertainty
in travel time prediction, or as a free parameter that may be used for
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calibration between the various phases of experiments. The factor is not,
however, large compared to other contributions to the uncertainty. We make
our calculations without this transport aperture calibration, and then scale
our predictions for Radar Saline Experiment 2 and the metal complex Tracer
Experiments using a factor calibrated from the Radar Saline Experiment 1
and 2 respectively.

Assessment of accuracy of the transport models

3.3.1 Comparison with verification example

Fully grid converged particle tracking solutions through a network of
approximately 150 fractures had been calculated as part of the Stripa fracture
network code cross- verification exercise (Schwartz and Lee, 1991). The
NAPSAC and FRACMAN particle tracking solutions have been shown to be in
agreement for this network. We have therefore used this example to compare
the results from the three different pipe model algorithms.

Table 3.2 shows the results of the three pipe model algorithms and the results
from the fully converged particle tracking method. The travel times were
calculated for a swarm of 50000 particles.

Table 3.2 Comparison of breakthrough times for particle tracking and pipe
models U25 is the time taken for the recovery curve to reach 25% of the steady-
state concentration, and similarly the other rows of the table).

[
j
> to(vrs)

t25 (yrs)

^,0 (yrs)

15 (yrs)

ti'i (yrs)

Particle
Tracking

0.05
0.10
0.29
0.88
1.21

flux
connection
method 1
0.03
0.10

0.17
0.29
0.48

flux
connection
method 2
0.04
0.18
0.27

0.35
0.48

flux
connection
method 3
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.12

0.25
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Method 2 provides the best match to the particle tracking solution and the
arrival time curves from the two are plotted in figure 3.1.

3.3.2 Large network effects

Ideally we would have liked to carry out a calibration study using accurate
particle tracking solutions for representative volumes of the H-zone fracture
network. In order to approach grid convergence, however, we estimated that
we would need at least 5 nodes per fracture intersection, which would have
meant that the computational cost of determining the flow and transport
would have been as great if not greater than the largest of the tracer models.
For this reason we were not able to carry out such a comparison within the
current study.

We feel that the reasonable match achieved with the cross-verification studies
for a network dominated by a small number of paths, suggests that the flux
connection models will be acceptably accurate for the very large networks used
for the transport studies. In general, the flux connection method is giving
good matches to early and peak arrivals, but does less well at predicting the
long tail of the breakthrough.

Given the size of the flow volumes in comparison with the estimated
Representative Elementary Volume, an alternative approach to the modelling
task would have been to use a porous medium model. We decided, however,
that we would investigate the behaviour of such large networks in order to
determine effective porous medium transport properties directly from the
large networks.

3.3.3 Comparison of 5m H-zone cubes

The verification example contains only a small number of fractures (about 140)
whereas the networks that we will be modelling contain approximately 400
times this number of fractures. We therefore decided to compare the two
transport solution methods for a larger network with fracture geometry
similar to that of the H-zone.

The network chosen was a realisation of a 5m cube of H-zone network. The
boundary conditions for flow through the cube were a constant 5x10^ Pa on the
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North face, 0 Pa on the South face and no-flow boundaries on all other faces. It
was felt that this gradients would be typical of flows into the D-holes during
tracer experiments.

As a check on the effect of network truncation on the transport properties of the
network we calculated the travel times through both an untruncated and a
truncated version of the 5m cube of H-zone fractures. The total flows through
the two cubes are consistent with the estimate of 30% flow truncation. The
travel times for the two cubes are given in table 3.3. There is only a small
percentage difference between the two sets of times suggesting that the
truncated and untruncated networks have similar transport properties. The
untruncated model shows somewhat greater dispersion that the truncated
model as would be expected.

Table 3.3 Travel times for truncated and untruncated 5m H-zone cubes.

t25<10-3yrs)

tso (lO-3 yrs)

t75(10-3yrs)

teodO-3yrs)

flow (10-7 m3/s)

full particle

tracking on

truncated

network

0.33

0.52

0.92

1.92

3.55

truncated

flux connection

model

0.52

0.83

1.32

2.07

3.66

untruncated

flux connection

model

0.46

0.76

1.22

1.98

4.78

Figure 3.2 shows the agreement between the arrival curves for the three

approaches. As expected, the agreement is better for the larger, better

connected networks, than for the small test-case used in the verification study.

3.4 Calibration of flow systems

We have calibrated our flow models by using a single fracture NAPSAC model,

to represent the whole of the H-zone. Alternatively we could have used porous

media models such as NAMMU or CFEST. We have assumed that flow occurs
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only within the H-zone and that the boundaries of the zone with the average
rock can be treated as no-flow boundaries. The boundary conditions for this 2D
model have been taken from estimates of head within the H-zone from the
Stripa SCV stage 5 programme (Olsson et al.,1992). These boundary conditions
have been fixed at the edges of a 200m square plate centred on the drift.

Within the model we have adjusted the zone transnnssivity to match flows
measured during the SDE and Radar Saline Experiment 1. We have then
locally adjusted the transmissivity to incorporate a low permeability skin
around the Validation drift. We have also increased the transmissivity around
C2 to drop the injection head in these single fracture models, in order to match
the injectivity of this borehole.
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Saline injection to the D-holes

4.1 Approach to simulation of Radar-Saline Experiment 1

The aim of this modelling was to build understanding of the flow and transport
properties of the H-zone in order to help make predictions of further tracer
experiments. For this reason, the results of the experiment were available to
us to allow us to calibrate our models. The advantages of modelling this
experiment was that the recovery into the D-hole array avoided any
complications due to drift effects. The experiment can be split into several
phases according to the head conditions of the D-holes. During the first phase
of the experiment the D-holes were held at 140m head. During the second
phase of the experiment the D-holes were held at atmospheric pressure.
Unambiguous breakthrough curves and tracer recovery from pulse injections
were only available from the first phase.

We created two types of model using NAPSAC. First, we used single fracture
models which represented the H-zone as a single high permeability fracture.
These models were used to carry out scoping calculations and to derive
boundary conditions for the main predictive models. Second, the main
predictive models used fracture networks to represent the experiment in
detail. We created models of only the first phase of the experiment. The model
parameters which we adjusted to achieve a match to the flow and tracer
recovery were the transmissivity of the H-zone fractures and the width of the
H-zone.

The regional single fracture models were used to estimate the total
conductivity of the zone. As part of our earlier flow modelling we had derived
estimates of the permeability tensor for the H-zone fracture network. Our
network models of the Simulated Drift Experiment under-predicted the inflow
by a factor of 2-2.5. These models assumed a 10m thick zone. We therefore
started by increasing the permeability of the H-zone network by a factor of 2.
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4j2 Regional scoping calculatioiis

For each of the tracer experiments that we modelled, we created a single
fracture model of the H-zone feature using boundary conditions from the
estimates of Olsson et al. (1992). The geometry of the model was based on a
single planar feature centred on the intersection of the H-zone with the D-
holes. The model extended 100m in the North, South and vertical directions. It
included all the boreholes and drifts around the SCV block.

We used NAPSAC to solve the steady state flow within the plane. The purpose
of this model was to estimate the dimensions of the detailed fracture network
model that would be used to derive estimates of tracer parameters, and to
derive boundary conditions for this model. Figure 4.1 shows the calculated
pressure contours and particle tracks within the plane. The figure also shows
the shaded outline of the region modelled using a network model. Figure 4.2
shows the contours and pathlines from the sub-model showing that our choice
of sub-model region and boundary condition interpolation are consistent with
the larger model.

The large volume swept out by particles injected in C2 and recovered in the D-
holes combined with the high fracture density within the zone meant that a
full network would have been too large for us to run. We therefore decided to
model only the upper half of the flow system between C2 and the D-holes and to
assume a no-flow boundary along the axis of symmetry. The flow-system is not
completely symmetric because of the vertical head gradients within the zone in
the SCV block. We felt that the errors created by this lack of symmetry would be
small. Even with this assumption the model volume was over 6000m3 which
meant that the network would contain approximately 60000 fractures which
was close to the computational limits of the Cray-2 system.

The best match to return flow to the D-holes was achieved using a conductivity
of approximately 5xlO"8m/s. The flows and heads from this match are given in
Table 4.1 together with the measured values.
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Table 4.1 Comparison of regional and sub-model scoping predictions with
experimental results.

C2 injection head (m)
C2 flow (ml/min)

D-hole head (m)
D-hole flow (ml/min)
Breakthrough
times (hrs)

Experiment

183

200

140

344

&pprox 8

Regional
model
213

200*
140*
346

3.5

Sub-model

216

200*
140*
364(182)

3.5

Parameters specified as boundary conditions to the models are marked with *

4.3 Boundary conditions

In order to test the external boundary conditions extracted from the regional
model a single plane sub-model was used. Table 4.1 gives the calculated flows
and heads from the regional and sub-models.

Fixed head boundary conditions were applied to the Southern, Northern and
top faces. The lower face was modelled as a no-flow boundary because of our
assumption of symmetry along this face. The East and West faces were also
specified as zero-flow boundaries. The head boundary conditions were exported
from the regional model as a grid of values. The head values at all fracture
intersections with the boundaries were interpolated from this grid. It was
assumed that head was constant across the width of the zone.

The inner boundary conditions of the network model were as follows: C2 flow
was set to 200ml/min and the boreholes D2-D6 were held at 140m head relative
to the 360m level. These correspond to the first phase of Radar Saline
Experiment 1.
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4.4 Network models

We used the fracture system geometry for the H-zone that was derived from the
SCV stage 4 characterisation program. The only difference was that we
multiplied the individual fracture transmissivities by a constant factor to
match the conductivity predicted by the regional scoping calculations.

For the base case of a 10m wide zone we calculated breakthrough times for
networks with fracture transmissivities scaled by a factor of 2 and 3, we made
these calculations for two different realisations. From these models we
selected a single realisation and selected a factor of 2.5 as the best match to the
flow model. We found that the 10m zone had too great a flowing volume which
meant that breakthrough times were slow. We therefore considered zones of 5
and 7m. In each case we calculated a transmissivity increase factor in order to
match the total zone conductivity of 5xlO"8m/s, for the two widths considered.
These factors were 5 for the 5m zone and 3.4 for the 7m zone. It should be noted
that even an increase of a factor of five is within our estimated uncertainty for
the fracture transmissivity distribution.

We generated networks corresponding to a constant 5m width of the zone. To
simulate the flows in various possible zone widths, the total flows into this
fraction of the zone were scaled according to the estimated total width of the
zone. The 5m width was used since it is the minimum value compatible with
our estimates of the H-zone network REV. Even using this minimum width
the total volume of network needed for our model of the experiment is
approximately 6000 m3. Our estimate of fracture density for the zone is 30
fractures per m3 and we have been able to discard 70% of these fractures using
our truncation methods. The justification for this truncation has been
presented in chapter 3 and the inaccuracies induced by the truncation have
been estimated.

The model of this experiment therefore included 60000 fractures and
approximately 180000 fracture intersections. The network used for one
realisation of this model is shown in figure 4.3. Only 10% of the modelled
fractures are drawn (that is, 3% of the full fracture density). This was at the
limit of our computational ability using the Cray-2 computer. The chief
limitation was the size of the matrix decomposition created by the direct
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matrix solver used within NAPSAC. Typical maximum-frontwidths for this
model ranged from 1800 to 2400: for large frontwidths this necessitated storage
of 230000000 matrix elements. It would be possible to use an iterative matrix
6olver method such as the Pre-conditioned Conjugate Gradient Method to
replace the direct solve and this might be more efficient for matrices of this
size. It would also greatly reduce the storage requirements. Typical run-times
for the model were of the order of 15 000 seconds split roughly equally between
model generation, calculation of the response functions for each fracture and
finally the global solve.

In the network model we included three open boreholes: D3,D4,D5. In the
Radar Saline experiment D5 was in fact closed to the H-zone and open to flow
from the B-zone: we did not simulate this and in our comparison of predicted
borehole recoveries we do not consider the experimental data from D5. Our
comparisons do not attempt to consider particular boreholes since there were
no significant differences between individual boreholes. Figure 4.4 shows the
particle tracks calculated for a swarm of a hundred particles injected into C2
(out of a total of 50000), each path is colour coded by time. The tracks show good
agreement with the flow paths calculated by the continuum scoping model.
This confirms our understanding that the modelled region is large compared
to a REV, and the flow field is well approximated by the continuum
assumption embodied in the scoping calculation.

Table 4.2 gives the results for models using different total zone widths. The
fracture system permeability was always adjusted to give a constant zone
conductivity of approximately 5xlO"8 m/s as derived from the regional model.
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Table 4.2 Comparison of different network models of Radar Saline Experiment
1 Phase 1 (no scaling to account for transport aperture).

zone width
conductivity factor
realisation

C2 head (m)

C2 How (ml/min)

D-hole heads (m)

D-hole flow -
total

D3

D4

D5 (ml/min)

to D3
D4
D5(hrs)

t25 D3

D4

D5(hrs)

t50 D3

D4

D5 (hrs)

tgo D3

D4

D5 (hrs)

final C/Co D3

D4

D5

10m
2

a b

224 243

100 100

140 140

116 96
54 32
41 34
21 34

29 50

32 41

36 21

81 99

79 86

81 54

131 134

119 115

101 70

273 384

254 271

174 153

0.4 0.3
0.7 0.8
0.9 1.0

10m
3
a b

not recorded

100 100

140 140

301396
92 256
29 104

180 36

16 39
21 24
20 38

53 62
71 62
44 58

73 82
112 89
61 73

200 228

297 223

136 139

0.1 0.0

0.5 0.4
0.4 1.0

7m
3.4

230

100

140

141
65
39
37

21

20

24

67
60
49

109

97
63

236
2 2
132

0.3

0.6
0.7

5m
5
a b

228 240

100 100

140 140

144 116
67 37
40 41
37 38

18 21

16 19
19 12

53 54
43 46
38 32

85 78
70 64
49 42

191 232

163 167
101 92

0.3 0.3

0.4 0.7
0.8 0.9

4.5 Prediction of breakthrough

As can be seen from Table 4.1 the 10m wide H-zone models predict

breakthrough times longer than those measured. Only our narrowest zone

models show comparably quick arrivals. The high concentration found in the
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D5 borehole are probably related to its position close to the no-flow boundary
imposed on the bottom face of the model. This boundary may also have slowed
arrivals by reducing connectivity along the direct path between the C2 and the
D holes.

Figure 4.5a shows the cumulative arrivals from each of the model boreholes
from the two 5m zone models together with the experimental recovery curves.
Although there is a reasonable match to the breakthrough times and steady-
state concentrations, the uncorrected breakthrough curves are under-
dispersed compared to the experimental data. When we apply a correction
factor to travel times, based on the relationship between hydraulic and
transport aperture, we can obtain a better match to the dispersion and later
recovery times. Figure 4.5b shows the the model results when we assume
transport apertures to be larger than the hydraulic aperture and travel times
to be delayed by a factor of three. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the predicted
cumulative breakthroughs to boreholes D3, D4 and D5 for Radar Saline
Experiment 1 phase 1, compared with the individual experimental borehole
recoveries. Figure 4.6 shows the unsealed results and figure 4.7 shows results
scaled by a factor of three to account for the transport aperture. Note the
artificially high recovery predicted for D5 which, as noted above, is probably
due to the influence of our symmetry boundary condition, which distorts flow
near this borehole. Note also the change in experimental conditions at about
100 hours. Strictly, our models only predict this early phase and comparison
for later times should be based on an extrapolation of this first phase of the
experiment. Although there is a better match to the curves as a whole we lose
the good agreement on breakthrough times.

Figure 4.8 shows the recovery curves for the two pulse injections carried out
prior to Radar Saline 1 phase 1, together with the simulated responses from
our models. These pulse tests highlight the differences between our
simulations and the experiments. Without any 'transport aperture' scaling,
our simulation gives a good early breakthrough, but too steep a recovery. The
simulated recovery shows a higher concentration and shorter duration.
Experimentally there is a long tail to the recovery. If we delay the travel times
by a factor of three, the cumulative recovery curves look much better, but the
pulse recovery shows the poor match to early times.

From these results we cannot clearly say what delay is appropriate to account
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for the transport aperture. Both unsealed and scaled predictions have good
and bad features. However, theoretical results and laboratory tests suggest a
factor of the order of three should be used. For the subsequent modelling of
Radar Saline Experiment 2 we made predictions both with and without this
factor. As we shall see in the next chapter, the results of this model, where we
carried out a more careful calibration of the flow field, support the use of the
scaling factor of three.
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Saline injection to the Validation Drift

5.1 Approach to i

The major difference between Radar Saline Experiment 1 and Radar Saline
Experiment 2 is that the recovery is now into the Validation drift rather than
into the D-holes. The drift is a much weaker sink than the D-holes due to the
inferred presence of a very low permeability skin around the drift This skin
was formed during excavation of the tunnel and flow through the H-zone into
the drift is approximately a factor of 8 lower than that into the corresponding
parts of the D-hole array.

The causes of the skin are not as yet understood and several possible
explanations have been suggested including: degassing of groundwaters,
closure of fractures due to small shears, and blast induced mechanical
damage to fracture surfaces. We do not know the extent of the skin but believe
that it must be very local to the drift because of the high heads measured in
nearby boreholes.

SL2

We chose to calibrate our model in terms of a hydraulic aperture reduction and
a skin radius. All fractures within the skin radius are assigned apertures
reduced by the constant factor. The flow calibration involves local details of the
model near the drift, and could not be accurately performed on the regional
model. We therefore specified fixed flux conditions in the regional model (to
match experimental values): this gave us the pressure field away from the
drift. We could then use this pressure field to determine the sub-region that
was to be modelled by fracture networks; and to give boundary conditions to a
continuum sub-region model. We used this sub-region model to calibrate the
flow-field near the drift. Atmospheric pressure was specified in the Validation
Drift, and a 'skin-effect' transmissivity reduction factor was specified on
elements surrounding the drift. This factor was adjusted until a good match
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was obtained to the measured drift inflow. This is a slightly different
procedure to that used for Radar Saline Experiment 1 where no skin effects
were included around the D-hoIes.

We selected a skin radius of 4m (approximately 3 drift radii). The choice of
skin radius was to some extent arbitrary and other matches could have been
found using different radii. The hydraulic aperture reduction factor used was
3.2 (implying a reduction in transmissivity of a factor of 33). Table 5.1 gives the
calculated flows and heads from the regional and sub-models.

Table 5.1 Comparison of regional and sub-model predictions with
experimental results for Radar Saline Experiment 2.

C2 injection head (m)
C2 flow (ml/min)

DriR head (m)

Drift flow (ml/min)

Experiment

320

200

-25

135

Regional
model

270

200*

183

135*

Sub-model

272

200*

-25*

141

Parameters specified as boundary conditions to the models are marked with *

Figure 5.1 shows the head contours and pathlines from the regional model.
Contours and pathlines from the sub-model are shown in Figure 5.2. Since the
Validation Drift formed a weaker sink than the D-holes, the vertical head
gradient in the H-zone lead to a non-symmetric flow field. We could not use
the symmetry argument used to simulate Radar Saline Experiment 1, and
instead chose a region that included all the significant flow recovery paths. It
is obvious that the model does not include all the long-time recovery paths. It
was not possible to model the volume necessary to do this. We did however look
at a second sub-model region shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 which deliberately
aims to include some of the longer paths.

As for Radar Saline Experiment 1, the boundary conditions for the two network
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models were in^rpclti-.d from the regional model, and the East and West
faces were assignee no-flux conditions. The Validation Drift was included
explicitly as square-sectioned tunnel through the model, with atmospheric
pressure specified on its walls.

6.4 Network models

The geometry of the network models used to predict recovery from Radar
Saline 2 was based on a simple rectangular model of the drift piercing a 5m
wide planar H- zone. The aperture of all the elements on fractures within 4m
of the centre of the drift were reduced by a factor of 4 to obtain the same flux as
in the scoping calculations. This factor was higher than that used in the
single fracture scoping calculations. We believe that this is due to connectivity
effects in the network. The regions close to the vertices of the square section
provided the most transmissive paths to the drift and with lower reduction
factors too much flow entered the drift model. This is as expected since the
corners of the 'drift' are closest to the undisturbed network and thus the paths
of least resistance enter the model drift here. It should be noted that we do not
know any details of the shape of the skin around the drift and that this shape
may well dominate the pattern of flow into the drift. We have also investigated
network models where the disturbed zone around the drift was modelled as a
square section with rounded corners. In this model the distance between the
undisturbed network and the drift walls is constant.

Our model of the skin assumes that all fractures undergo an equal reduction
in transmissivity when, in fact, models of the different physical processes that
may be responsible for the skin would suggest different patterns of
transmissivity reduction. Models based on stresses predict different behaviour
for different fracture orientations and positions around the drift. Models based
ci bubble formation from gases dissolved in the groundwater would predict
higher skin values in the roof of the drift and a greater effect in tight fractures.
Each of these processes may have different effects with regard to the transport
of tracer.

Although we model a relatively large region (approx 5500 nr*) we cannot
include all the longer paths from C2 to the drift that are indicated by scoping
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calculations. We therefore expect that our models will underpredict the total

recovery and the existence of slow paths.

Figures 5.5 shows a plot of 10% of the model fracture system, and figure 5.6
shows particle tracks from sample injections of 100 particles into C2 for models
RS2009 and RS2010: these network models correspond to the two different sub-
region models described in section 5.3 above.

5.5 Prediction of breakthrough

Table 5.2 summarises results from several models of Radar Saline Experiment

2. RS2009 and RS2009A are realisations of the model volume shown in figure

5.1 with the two different disturbed zone geometries, while RS2010 is that from

figure 5.3 where some of the medium length paths have deliberately been

excluded from the model in order to include some of the longer time paths.

Table 5.2 Summary of network model predictions for Radar Saline 2

Drift Inflow

(ml/min)

T25 (hrs)

T50 (hrs)

Steady state

C/CO

experiment

135

-80

-270

0.25-0.35

RS2009

133.7

105

210

0.310

RS2009A

133.7

105

195

0.293

RS2010

92.5

90

180

0.295

Figure 5.7 shows the recovery curves from RS2009 and RS2010 and the

experimental recovery curve from all sheets in the drift. These curves are

presented in terms of a C/Co which will scale directly with the total water flux

to the drift. Our models have been calibrated against measured flows, but

nevertheless there is some realisation dependence as shown in table 5.2. In

order to compare our transport results, we scale our predicted concentration to

correspond to the experimental flow. The experimental curve includes

recoveries from both the zone and the average rock but is in fact dominated by

the recovery from two sheets in the zone. The first arrival into the drift
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predicted by the models is approximately a factor of two slower than that for
Radar Saline 1. However the experimental data is considerably slower and
more dispersed. The steady state concentrations predicted by the models are in
good agreement with the experiment.

Figure 5.8 shows the recovery curve from a pulse injection for both models and
the experimental data. As can be seen the mismatch to the pulse injection is
less than that for the continuous injections.

In order to facilitate more detailed comparison of the model resu'ts with the
experimental data we developed an output format which included information
about flow and tracer returns to the drift. The outputs for all our final
simulations are given in appendix B. The figures show the trace map of the H-
zone as it intersects the drift, the flux and tracer mass recovery to sheets and
breakthrough curves for the total recovery and for individual sheets. The
format of the summary plots is described in appendix B. Note here the
relatively small number of sheets taking significant flow into the drift, and the
approximate correlation between tracer mass recovery and inflow (note also
that the summary plots present the raw results from our calculations and do
not incorporate any scaling factor to render the calculated concentrations
consistent with the measured inflow).
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Tracer injections to the Validation Drift

6.1 Approach to simulation of Tracer Experiments

This chapter describes our predictive modelling of the tracer experiments
carried out with very detailed recovery data collected in the 'sheeted'
Validation Drift (Birgersson et al., 1992). The tracer models of the two Radar
Saline Experiments had been designed as a training exercise for the prediction
of a series of tracer experiments. Our analysis of the two experiments showed
that a simple model where hydraulic and transport models were equal would
result in underpredicting the travel time and dispersion of the tracer. We
therefore chose to calibrate our model against the Radar Saline experiments
using the ratio between the two apertures as our calibration variable. The
second Radar Saline Experiment gave the least ambiguous comparison to
calibrate with: during the first radar saline experiment the experimental
conditions changed after 100 hours (which we did not simulate) and also, we
had to use a symmetry argument to be able to represent the flow system of the
first experiment. We therefore took a value of three as the calibrated ratio of
flow velocity to transport velocity in our fracture flow model. This is in good
agreement with the experimentally observed ratio in core tests, and with
theoretical expectations. We will however, in appendix B, present both the
uncalibrated (transport aperture equal to hydraulic aperture) and the
calibrated calculation summaries.

Specific intervals in C2, C3, Tl and T2 were selected as injection zones for the
tracer experiments. These interval selections were based on the results of
hydraulic tests on these boreholes. Although it would have been possible to
simulate this selection process we chose to randomly allocate lm sections of
each well as injection intervals. As was found in the physical boreholes, some
of our lm sections were untransmissive (with no intersections with modelled
fractures). These untransmissive intervals correspond to the missing
summaries in appendix B. We also simulated injections into the whole of the
interval containing the H-zone for each well. Experimentally, different flow
rates were used for different tracers. In order to maximise the number of
recovery curves from each of our realisations we chose to inject a constant low
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flow rate (10.8 ml/hour) into each borehole section in each model. This flow
rate does not perturb the flow field of natural inflow to the Validation Drift as
can be seen from figures 6.2 and 6.4. The results from each section could
therefore be scaled to predict the concentrations for any given tracer injection.

&2 Regional scoping calculations

Figures 6.1 to 6.4 show the regional models and sub-models used to calculate
and check the flow model within the H-zone for the tracer experiments.
Because injection flow rates are small they do not appreciably change the flow
geometry around the drift and we can model several injection experiments in
the same simulation. They will be independent of each other. Table 6.1
presents the results of these scoping calculations.

Table 6.1 Comparison of regional and sub-model predictions with
experimental results

C2 injection head (m)

C2 flow (ml/min)

C3 injection head (m)

C3 flow (ml/min)

Tl injection head (m)

Tl flow (ml/min)

T2 injection head (m)

T2 flow (ml/min)

Validation drift head
(m)

Validation drift flow (m)

Experiment

117

0.025

188-208

0.03-0.07

178

0.07

174

0.29-0.50

-25

95

Regional
model

194

0.18*

193

0.18*

190

0.18*

194

0.18*

179

95*

Sub-model

194

0.18*

193

0.18*

189

0.18*

195

0.18*

-25*

130 and 135

Parameters specified as boundary conditions to the models are marked with *.
Heads are given relative to the 360m level.

In general, the scoping calculations are in reasonable agreement with the
measurements, and we chose not to recalibrate the flow-field. The exception to
the general agreement is the head in C2. This has been consistently found to
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be low during, and prior to, inflow experiments to the D-holes and the drift
(except during Radar Saline Experiment 2 when the head rose steadily during
the course of the experiment). This could be explained by a high
transmissivity connection between C2 and the drift, within the H-zone. This
sort of feature would not become apparent in our predictions of transport from
C2, since we have calibrated our model of the site using experiments in this
part of the H-zone. The calibration of a transport aperture factor, aswell as the
transmissivity, will allow us to characterise transport experiments through
this region of the H-zone. If there is additional structure to the flow properties
of the H-zone, then the calibrated model will not give a good description of the
flow-field away from the calibration experiments.

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the regional and sub-model results for tracer
injections in T2 and recovery in Tl. These experiments were carried out at the
end of the programme. The Tl borehole was emptied of fluid and fluid was
recovered by suction. Flowrates into the three sections were approximately 50,
50 and 1000 ml/hr. This is much lower than would be expected in the absence
of any skin. However if the disturbed zone around the Validation Drift is due to
bubble formation during degassing of groundwaters, a similar skin will exist
around Tl during this test. We accordingly applied an aperture reduction of a
factor of 3.2 within 4m of Tl. This is the same skin configuration as that used
around the drift in our single-fracture models.

This phase of modelling was entirely predictive, and so we did not adjust any of
our modelling parameters as a result of the scoping calculations. They were
used simply to identify solution regions and produce boundary conditions for
the network models. We have not discussed the uncertainty in our modelling
here. This is because the use of calibration hides this uncertainty. Within the
region for which we have measurements and have calibrated the flow, there
should be little uncertainty. Away from this region our uncertainty grows, but
is unquantifiable. If the properties of the calibration region are representative,
and the site is homogeneous, then extrapolation away from the calibration
experiments will be successful.
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&3 Boundary conditions

We again took our boundary conditions for NAPSAC from the two-dimensional
models. We ran further two-dimensional models to check that variations in
injection rate (from 2 ml/hr to 30 ml/hr) made no significant change to the
calculated boundary conditions. We calculated two sets of boundary conditions
from the two-dimensional model, the first set were used to provide input to the
NAPSAC models of injection in C2, the second set were used for injections in
C3.T1 and T2.

A second regional model was created for the T2-T1 injections and boundary
conditions were taken from this model for sub-model and network
calculations. We specified the flow from Tl in the regional model and then
confirmed that the aperture reduction factor used for the drift was reasonable
around Tl by calculating fluxes in the sub-region model. The boundary
conditions were then interpolated onto the network model.

We again specified no-flux boundary conditions on the boundary of the H-zone
with the average rock. This means that we can make no prediction regarding
the experiment conducted in interval C3:2, in the average rock adjacent to the
H-zone.

&4 Network models

We have not simulated the procedure used to select injection intervals and
have instead chosen borehole intervals at fixed positions. The intervals have
either included the complete intersection of the H-zone or have been for lm
intervals. Similarly we have used a fixed injection flow rate for all our
borehole intersections. In order to scale these model results so that we can
compare predicted concentrations with those measured in the actual
experiments, we have to consider both the different injection fluxes and
recovery flows.

Table 6.3 summarises the network models run to simulate tracer experiments.
The models of injections into the C2 borehole are labelled by TR4; while the
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models including injections into C3, Tl and T2 are labelled by TR5. A single
realisation simulating the T2-T1 experiments was also run, identified as
TR6009.

The fracture networks were generated for a large region and the models were
sub-regions of this larger realisation. Therefore it is possible to compare
results between TR4 models and TR5 models for which the realisation of the
network geometry is identical. Figure 6.7 illustrates 10% of the model network
used to simulate injections from C3, Tl, T2, and also the cross-hole tracer test.

Table 6.3 Summary of tracer experiment models

model

TR4003

TR4004

TR4005

TR5004

TR5005

TR5006

TR5007

TR5008

TR5009

TR6009

realisation

1

2

3
1

1

2

3

4

5

5

drift
inflow
(ml/min)

81.2

86.5

141.1

81.3

81.3

64.4

101.8

93.7

156.8

not recorded

C2

H-zone
3x lm
3x lm

C3

H-zone
3x lm

3x lm

3x lm

lm
3x lm

Tl

H-zon<!

3 x l m

3 x l m

3x lm

lm
3 x l m

3 x l m

T2

3x lm

misplaced
3x lm

misplaced
3x lm

misplaced

H-zone
3x lm

3x lm

One of the three lm sections in T2 in models TR5005, TR5006 and TR5007 was
misplaced, the error in position was of the order of 5m and comparison of the
results between this and the other sections of T2 show no major differences.

It should be noted that the total fluxes and pattern of flux recovery in the
separate models using the same network but different boundary conditions,
were in reasonable agreement: differences were of the order of 40%.
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Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 show sample particle tracks from models TR4005,
TR5008 and TR6009. Again, all these figures are very consistent with the flow
fields of the corresponding sub-region model. This is to be expected since the
solution regions are significantly larger than our predicted REV size. On
scales smaller than the REV we see some structure to the flow paths:
pathlines are clustered together where there is relatively high flow, and they
avoid regions where there are few very transxnissivc fractures.

Finally, it is interesting to note that we had originally assumed a plug flow of
tracer into a water-filled packer interval of radius 38 mm. With this
'experimental' configuration, the model results were dominated by travel
times within the borehole, and we discovered that we had misinterpreted the
experimental procedure. In fact the injection interval volumes were reduced
by specially constructed packers and the boreholes were flushed with tracer
solution prior to the start of injection to ensure no delay within the borehole.
With direct models such as ours, one has to be careful to follow experimental
procedures precisely when constructing the model.

6.5 Prediction of breakthrough

All simulations used a constant injection flowrate of 10.8 ml/hr at
concentration Co- The recovery in the drift is given in terms of a relative
concentration C/Co- The experiments were performed with a range of different
fluxes which in turn correspond to different masses of tracer. Since all
injection fluxes are small relative to the total inflow to the drift, we can simply
scale the concentration predictions to correspond to the different injection
rates. Thus an injection of 30 ml/hr would be predicted by multiplying the
corresponding model concentrations by a factor of 2.8.

This concentration scaling is only valid where the injection flux is small
relative to the total flux and this will be true in the major network flow paths.
However some experimental injection intervals had very low transmissivities.
In particular sections in Tl and C3 required up to 16m of head to inject 4
ml/hr. In the fractures close to this section network flows will be very low and
the injection flux will be significant in our model. By injecting 10.8 ml/hr the
time spent in this part of the network will be significantly under-estimated but
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we would expect this approximation to distort calculated travel times for no
more than 2 to 3 metres. In extreme circumstances this could be a significant
source of error.

Note also that the concentrations are a function of drift inflow. Although we
have adjusted our network parameters to match experimental inflows, our
models still contain realisation dependencies that result in inflows from 64-166
ml/min. The calculated concentrations can again be scaled to compensate for
this. Table 6.4 lists the experiments we simulated. The experiments were
performed using dye and metal complex tracer pairs. The dye concentrations
could be analysed very quickly, and were used to monitor the experiment and
control the experimental procedures. The metal-complex concentrations were
measured more accurately, and our simulations correspond to these tracers.

Finally, we note that all the tracers in the experiments simulated here were
chosen to be nonsorbing and in laboratory tests, were shown to be nonsorbing.
In principle, the two pairs of tracers should have produced identical
breakthroughs. In practise, it was observed that the concentrations of the dyes
were somewhat less than those measured for the metal complexes. Birgersson
et al. (1992) suggest that this is attributable to a small amount of sorption in the
large surface area provided within the rock-matrix. One experiment was
performed with a sorbing tracer, Strontium, but due to project constraints, this
was not simulated.

Table 6.4 Table of tracer experiments

tracer pair

Tb + Elbenyl

Re + Rose Bengal

Gd + Eosin Y

Dy + Phloxine B

Ho + Uranine

Dy + Phloxine B

Eu + Duasyn

Gd + Eosin Y

configuration

Tl:2 - drift

T2:l - drift

T2:3 - drift

C2:l - drift

C3:l- drift

T2:1-T1

T2:2 - Tl

T2:3 - Tl

duration (hrs)

4889

2151

2151

2031

897

226

231

231

flow rate (ml/hr)

4.0

17.5

30.0

15.0

4.0

17.5

19.0

30.0

Table 6.5 gives the scaling factors required to compare our concentration
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calculations with the corresponding experimental measurements. For
injections in T2, several experiments were performed in different sections of
the same hole. Since our model injection intervals were randomly chosen,
then by appropriately scaling the concentration results, all the simulated
injections for the borehole can be compared with results from all the
experimental injections in that hole.

Table 6.6 Concentration scalings relating experiments to models

TR4003

TR4004

TR4005

TR5004

TR5005

TR5006

TR5007

TR5008

TR5009

Tb

Tl:2

0.31

0.31

0.25

0.40
0.37

0.61

Re

T2:l

1.38

1.38

1.10

1.73

1.60

2.67

Gd

T2:3

2.36

2.36

1.89

2.97

2.75

4.59

Dy

C2:l

1.18

1.26

2.07

Ho

C3.1

0.31

0.31

0.25

0.40

0.37

0.61

Our unsealed results for each model tracer injection are presented in
Appendix B, as graphs of the delta function and cumulative response for
recovery in the drift. In these summaries, each tracer response curve is
plotted as the uncalibrated and calibrated (factor of 3 delay) arrival curve for
the sum of all drift elements, the fastest drift element and the highest
concentration element. A summary of performance measure predictions
(scaled appropriately for direct comparison with experimental results) form
appendix A.

6.6 Preliminary comparison with experimental results

This section presents our initial comparison of the results of our prediction
with the experimental results. A more comprehensive comparison between
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experimental results and the predictions by the four separate modelling teams
in the Stripa project will be produced later. There are eight experiments
addressed here and several modelled realisations of each. To discuss all of
these fully is beyond the scope of this preliminary comparison. Indeed, we
were made aware of the experimental results only after presentation of our
predictions, and as this report was in preparation.

We first note that our predictions are in very good agreement with the
experimental results. For the injection of Dy in C2 the accuracy of our
prediction is remarkable, as shown in figure 6.11. Here we show the
breakthrough for all six realisations of the experiment based on two network
flow simulations. The spread of results between realisations is very small,
and our closest match predicts the recovery exactly. This is a real and difficult
prediction, as can be seen from our somewhat less accurate predictions for
injections above the drift. If our model is correct, however, it is the C2
injection that we would expect to be most accurate since all our calibration
data was collected in this part of the H-zone.

The other accurate prediction is for the cross-hole tracer tests. Here we had
only a single flow realisation, although there were three injection intervals
and for each, three recovery intervals. The experimental flows recovered into
the three Tl intervals were approximately 50 ml/hr in two intervals and 1000
ml/hr in the third. Our single flow realisation was in good correspondence
with this variability, predicting 42 ml/hr, 439 ml/hr and 556 ml/hr. The
predicted concentrations in our two high flow recovery intervals were similar
and could be taken as reasonable approximations to the total recovery.
Further, the total flow recovery predicted by our model is in excellent
agreement with the measured flux. We can therefore look at the breakthrough
curves to the two high flux intervals in our model and compare them to the
experimental recoveries without any scaling. In this case, our prediction of
the Gd experiment is again correct, with very small variability between
realisations, as shown in figure 6.12. Note that these cross-hole tracer tests
were performed at the end of the experimental programme, and reusing
tracers that had previously been used in experiments with recovery in the
drift. There was insufficient time to allow the concentration of these tracers to
fall to zero in the water recovered in Tl before the start of the cross-hole tests,
as seen in figures 6.12 and 6.13.
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The match to the cross-hole Eu and Dy experiments is less accurate (figure
6.13). We accurately predict the time of the breakthrough, but our
concentration prediction is up to a factor of two too high. There are a number
of explanations for this. First, there is a change in the breakthrough at about
250 hours that must be due to some change in the flow system that is not
represented in our model. Further, there may well be some local heterogeneity
in the H-zone. This part of the H-zone i6 away from our calibration
experiments and as discussed below, the calibrated flow field gives an
inaccurate head gradient between C3, Tl and T2 for drift inflow. Nevertheless,
these are good predictions.

Finally we consider recovery of tracers injected in Tl, C3 and T2 into the drift.
Our prediction of the Ho recovery from C3 is typical of these. First, our
prediction of breakthrough times is significantly early. We attribute this to the
inaccuracies in the model flow-field, where experimental measurements show
the predicted head gradient between T2 and Tl for inflow to the drift, is a factor
of four too high. The breakthroughs for all our realisations are shown in
figure 6.14. For one typical realisation we also show effect of reducing the
velocity by an additional factor of four. Whilst this does not fully correct for the
inaccurate pressure gradient, it does show that our transport model would
have accurately predicted breakthrough times had our flow field been properly
calibrated in this region of the H-zonc too. The other discrepancy is in the
maximum concentration predicted. If the reduction in the pressure gradient
is due to a low transmissivity region above the drift, then we would expect
tracer to be diverted away from the drift. We might expect some to be diverted
around the drift towards C2 and to arrive at the drift later, in a long tail to the
recovery. Some tracer might also be diverted away from the Validation Drift,
transported down the regional pressure gradient, or towards the 360m drift.
This discussion is speculative, but illustrates the sensitivity of tracer
predictions to the details of the flow-field. The C3 results highlight the
difference between our predictive modelling, and more common descriptive
modelling. We are confident that with all the data now available we could
construct models that would fully match all the results. These predictive
models, however, better demonstrate our true understanding of the system.

Next we discuss the pattern of tracer recovery in the Validation Drift. Here
again, we accurately predict the experimental results. Firstly, tracers from
C2 are recovered in the floor of the drift, whilst tracers from other boreholes
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are recovered mainly in the upper part of the drift. Secondly, as observed in
the experimental results, we found tracers injected in the same hole being
recovered in the 6ame drift sheets. The pattern of high concentration recovery
was correlated with the pattern of high flows. The tracer mass is recovered in
relatively few sheets, as shown in figure 6.15 for C2 and C3 injections, as is the
inflow to the drift.

Finally, we note that whilst the overall t$ (time for recovery concentration to
reach 5% of the steady-state value) and tso times are quite quick, many
individual sheets have much slower tracer breakthroughs. Note, in figure
6.16, the significant number of sheets with tso greater than 1000 hours.

To conclude, we note that we made correct tracer transport predictions for
those experiments where our flow solution was accurately calibrated. These
transport predictions were the result of our fracture network geometry and
flow model, with the only additional parameter being the ratio of transport to
hydraulic aperture. The dispersion in the transport was accurately
represented by our predicted network geometry. Where our predicted
breakthrough was fast, this could be accounted for by the inaccuracies in the
flow field, which had been calibrated on a small region of the H-zone, and
incorporated considerable uncertainty from the disturbed zone. The
remarkable agreement between our predictions and the experimental results
gives us considerable confidence in our underlying fracture network model,
which has consistently made accurate predictions of flows and transport for
those experiments in the SCV site that have been well-characterised.
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Conclusions

7.1 Feasibility of fracture network approach

We have demonstrated the application of the fracture network modelling
approach to simulating field-scale tracer transport experiments. This was on
a scale larger than that at which porous medium approaches become
appropriate for flow modelling. The simplified flow models used performed
very well, and bulk fluxes to the drift were largely independent of realisation
and of the precise location of the interpolated boundary conditions. The next
task is to assess to what extent similar continuum approximations can be
made for tracer transport for use in assessment models. These questions will
be addressed when our modelling is compared with the experimental results
and with other approaches adopted by the other modelling teams.

The numerical capabilities of NAPSAC have been significantly extended
during the course of this work. The calculations have only been possible after
making significant simplifications to the model. Nevertheless, we have been
able to quantify the corresponding errors and show that they are acceptable.
One of the important advantages of using NAPSAC is that in addition to this
common simplification of the transport network, the modeller has access to
much more accurate transport algorithms and flow solutions against which to
quantify the loss of accuracy in small networks. The accurate algorithms
were successfully applied to the cross verification exercise undertaken by the
project (Schwartz and Lee, 1991).

The interpretive capabilities of NAPSAC have also been significantly extended.
One of the problems in using stochastic fracture network models is the huge
amount of detail involved in the model. It can be very difficult to interpret the
results. We have developed a variety of graphical options to display
information about the solutions, and also a facility in these models to produce a
database of information about the transport solution. Much of the
interpretation of our results was made by interrogating this database.

Throughout the modelling process, we have made greater use of calibration of
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our models. This was partly so as to distinguish between uncertainty inherent
in the transport models, and the errors due to the use of very approximate flow
solutions. There were however further problems with data acquisition. In
particular, no statistical transport properties of the fractures were measured.
The relationship between flow and transport apertures gave a free parameter
to use in fitting to previous experiments. Finally, we have no conceptual model
of the disturbed zone and do not know whether it will have the same effect on
tracer transport as it does on network fluxes. Nevertheless, all the parameters
used in the models are in principle measurable in a field laboratory, and that
our model has performed well. The results are qualitatively as we might
expect, with details of the network appearing quite unimportant when the
scale of the model reaches 20m.

7.2 Modelling transport through fractured rock

We have shown that the fracture network approach as embodied in the
NAPSAC code can be applied to the simulation of field scale experiments in
heavily fractured rock. Whilst we have used calibrated flow solutions, more
direct modelling approaches are feasible, and the parameters required to
characterise this simple model of inert tracer transport are measurable. It
would be useful to investigate further the use of simplified models for very
large networks. It would also be possible to investigate the importance of
structure within the fractures in more detail: channelling models and more
fundamental models of fracture flow might be able to resolve the empirical
relationships between flow and transport apertures.

The borehole model in NAPSAC enables one to represent the types of
experiment normally performed. This does mean however that care must be
taken in setting up the model of the injection and recovery holes. If sections of
borehole are initially open and water-filled, the tracer transport time can be
dominated by transport within the high-volume boreholes.

The preliminary comparison of our results with experimental results shows a
remarkably accurate prediction for injections in C2 and the cross-hole tracer
test, where we accurately represented the flow field. Our results compare less
well with experiments from C3, Tl and T2 to the Validation Drift. The
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experimental head gradient between these holes was a factor of 4 different
from that in our models, and this must be due to some local anisotropy in the
H-zone, or some non-isotropic property of the disturbed zone which was not
included in our model.

Our model is fully consistent with our earlier flow models, with only small
refinements to our approach being required as we progressed through the SCV
programme. The series of predictions presents a consistent understanding of
the experiments.

Finally we note that this has been our first attempt at tracer transport
modelling, and much remains to be learnt. Questions still to be resolved
include the conceptual description of the disturbed zone and its influence on
flow and on transport, the relationship to regional scale, continuum-based
assessment models, and the importance of other physical effects including
matrix-diffusion. Whilst much remains to be done, we have made very
significant progress at Stripa and we believe we have succeeded in our
objective of demonstrating the feasibility of fracture network modelling. We
have successfully made predictions for the tracer transport experiments.
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of flux connection model of transport with the
accurate pathline algorithm for the small random network used in the
verification study.
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of flux connection model of transport with the
pathline algorithm for a 5m cube realisation of the H-zone network.
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head contours

pathlines

Figure 4.1 Head contours and flow pathlines for Radar Saline Experiment 1
phase 1 calculated in the regional scoping model, sub-model region
shown shaded.
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Figure 4.2 Head contours and flow pathlines for Radar Saline Experiment 1
phase 1 calculated in the sub-model using head boundary condition from
the regional scoping calculation.



Figure 4.3 Fracture network model used to simulate Radar Saline
Experiment 1 phase 1 (10% of modelled fractures shown).
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Figure 4.4 Pathlines followed by 100 representative particles in the network
simulation of Radar Saline Experiment 1 phase 1 (colour indicating time
along path).
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of model and experimental cumulative breakthrough
of saline tracer to the D-holes for Radar Saline Experiment 1 phase 1; a)
transport velocity equal to parallel-plate flow velocity, and b) transport
velocity a factor of three less than parallel-plate flow velocity.
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pathlines

Figure 5.1 Head contours and flow pathlines for Radar Saline Experiment 2
calculated in the regional scoping model, sub-model region used for
simulations RS2009 and RS2009A shown shaded.
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Figure 5.2 Head contours and flow pathiines for Radar Saline Experiment 2
calculated in the sub-model region used for RS2009 and RS2009A, using
head boundary condition from the regional scoping calculation. 4m skin
with factor of 3.2 aperture reduction centred on the Validation Drift.



head contours

pathlines

Figure 5.3 Head contours and flow pathlines for Radar Saline Experiment 2
calculated in the regional scoping model, sub-model region used for
simulation RS2010 shown shaded.
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Figure 5.4 Head contours and flow pathlines for Radar Saline Experiment 2
calculated in the sub-model region used for RS2010, using head
boundary condition from the regional scoping calculation. 4m skin with
factor of 3.2 aperture reduction centred on the Validation Drift.
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Figure 5.5 Fracture network model used to simulate Radar Saline
Experiment 2 (10% of modelled fractures shown).
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Figure 5.6 Pathlines followed by 100 representative particles in the network
simulations of Radar Saline Experiment 2; a) RS2009 model and b)
RS2010 model.
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of model and experimental cumulative breakthrough
of saline tracer to the Validation Drift for Radar Saline Experiment 2; a)
transport velocity equal to parallel-plate flow velocity, and b) transport
velocity a factor of three less than parallel-plate flow velocity.
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of model and experimental breakthrough for Radar
Saline Experiment 1 amino-G pulse test; a) transport velocity equal to
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head contours

pathlines

Figure 6.1 Head contours and flow palhlines for tracer experiments with
recovery in the Validation Drift calculated in the regional scoping
model, submodel region used for simulations of injections in C2
(models TK4xxx) shown shaded.
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pathlines

Figure 6.2 Head contours and flow pathlines for tracer experiments with
recovery in the Validation Drift calculated in the sub-model region used
for simulations of injections in C2 (models TR4xxx), using head
boundary condition from the regional scoping calculation.
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Figure 6.3 Head contours and flow pathlines for tracer experiments with
recovery in the Validation Drift calculated in the regional scoping
model, sub-model region used for simulations of injections in TI, C3 and
T2 (models TR5xxx) shown shaded.
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Figure G.4 Head contours and flow pathlines for tracer experiments with
recovery in the Validation Drift calculated in the sub-model region used
for simulations of injections in Tl, C3 and T2 (models TR5xxx)r using
head boundary condition from the regional scoping calculation.
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pathlines

Figure 6.5 Head contours and flow pathlines for tracer experiments with
recovery in Tl calculated in the regional scoping model, sub-model
region used for simulations of these experiments (model TR6009) shown
shaded.
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Figure 6.6 Head contours and flow pathlines for tracer experiments with
recovery in Tl calculated in tne sub model region used for simulations of
these experiments (model TR6009), using head boundary condition from
the regional scoping calculation.
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Figure 6.7 Fracture network model used to simulate tracer experiments with
recovery in the Validation Drift from injection in Tl, C3 and T2 (10% of
modelled fractures shown).
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Figure 6.8 Pathlines followed by 100 representative pa/ticles in the network
simulations of tracer experiments with recovery in the Validation Drift
from injection in C2 (colour indicating time along path).
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Figure 6.9 Pathlines followed by 100 representative particles in the network
simulations of tracer experiments with recovery in the Validation Drift
from injection in C3 (colour indicating time along path).
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Figure 6.10 Pathlines followed by 100 representative particles in the network
simulations of tracer experiments with recovery in Tl from injection in
T2 (colour indicating time along path).
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Figure 6.11 Comparison of predicted and experimental breakthrough for Dy
tracer experiment: injection in C2 and recovery in the Validation Drift.
All realisations of lm injection inter/pis shown.
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Figure 6.12 Comparison of predicted and experimental breakthrough for Gd
tracer experiment: injection in T2 and recovery in Tl. Model recovery in
high flow intervals of Tl assumed to approximate the total breakthrough
concentration, all realisations shown.
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Figure 6.13 Comparison of predicted and experimental breakthrough for Eu
tracer experiment: injection in T2 and recovery in Tl. Model recovery in
high flow intervals of Tl assumed to approximate the total breakthrough
concentration, £>11 realisations shown.
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Figure 6.14 Comparison of predicted and experimental breakthrough for Ho
tracer experiment: injection in C3 and recovery in the Validation Drift.
All realisations of lm injection intervals shown.
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Figure 6.15 Histogram of predicted instantaneous mass recovery rates in
individual sheets in the Validation Drift for a) the Dy tracer injected in
C2 and b) the Ho tracer injected in C3.
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Figure 6.16 Histogram of predicted tsofor individual sheets in the Validation
Drift for a) the Dy tracer injected in C2 and b) the Ho tracer injected in
C3.
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Appendix A

Summary nf pt>rfonnap p
experiments, as specified by the Fracture Flow Task Force

This summary was produced by interogating the database of NAPSAC
transport results, to evaluate the performance measures for the specific tracer
experiments. It constitutes our primary prediction for the tracer transport
experiments carried out at Stripa.
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Appendix B

Calculation summaries for predictions of tracer recovery in the
Validation Drift

Format

TRACE MAP

FLOW

STEADY STATE TRACER.

C/CO SUM

C/CO HIGH C

C/CO FAST

trace map of modelled drill (n.b. only H-zone
modelled).

map of drift sheets, showing inflow; dark
sheets have highest inflow, white sheets lowest
inflow.

map of drift sheets, showing tracer mass
recovery rate at steady-state; dark sheets have
highest instantaneous mass recovery rate,
white sheets the lowest.

total tracer breakthrough to the drift for a step
input (right hand axis labels) and a pulse input
(left hand axis labels); unsealed results shown
by solid line, and results scaled by a delay-
factor of three shown by dotted line.

tracer breakthrough to the drift sheet having
the highest concentration at steady state, for a
step input (right hand axis labels) and a pulse
input (left hand axis labels); unsealed results
shown by solid line, and results scaled by a
delay-factor of three shown by dotted line.

tracer breakthrough to the drift sheet with the
fastest breakthrough, for a step input (right
hand axis labels) and a pulse input (left hand
axis labels); unsealed results shown by solid
line, and results scaled by a delay-factor of
three shown by dotted line.
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Appendix C

Sample input decks for NAPSAC simulations used in this report
to make predictions for the tracer transport from C2 to the drift

C-l

C-2

C-3

C-4

C-5
C-6

dhztr4

dhztr4a

ftr4005

ttr4005

rtr4005
Make_nperf2

C-7

C-8

nperf2.f

Pm-C2-Ph

regional scoping run and evaluation of
boundary conditions for the network models
subregion scoping run and check of boundary
conditions for the network models
run to calculate flow through the detailed
network model
run to calculate the transport database and
pathline pictures
run to draw network
Sun makefile to make the database
interogation program
fortran program to interogate the transport
database and produce the performance
measures
input to run the performance measure
program given in C-7

The input decks in C-l to C-5 were run using release 2e of NAPSAC, but used
modified source fortran for Stripa specific features. This source fortran is
listed in the 'SOURCE FILES' section of the header to the input deck. These
are archived at Harwell. Thus, whilst these input decks cannot be run without
non-standard source code, they will generally assist the NAPSAC user
wishing to carry out a study similar to that performed for this report. Should it
be necessary to duplicate results presented here, the archived source files can
be recovered by special request.



Appendix C-l
/* 21/05/91 */
/* H zOone modelled as a SINGLE PLANE EXAMPLE */
/* SPACE ALLOCATION */
/* WORKSPACE 3000000 */
/* INDEX 2000 */
/* SOURCE FILES */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/netf13.fc */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/setmat.fb */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/setpat.fe */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/appget.fb */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/femset.fb */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/setup3.fb */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/logcoc.fb */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/logcor.fb */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/conplc.fb */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/solplc.fb */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/solplt.fb */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/outpcd.fb */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/frcsol.fj */
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/bhpost.fe */
/* */
/* COMPILED FILES */
/* LIBRARY FILES */
/* INPUT DATA FILES */
/* 60 /usr2/lanyon/napsac/hzone-lfrac/DHZTR4.BOX */
/* OUTPUT DATA FILES */
/* GRAPHICS /usr2/lanyon/napsac/hzone-lfrac/DHZTR4.suni */
/* 61 /usr2/lanyon/napsac/hzone-lfrac/DHZTR4.BCS */
/* 16 /usr2/lanyon/napsac/hzone-lfrac/DHZTR4.0UT */
/* END JOB INFORMATION */
» NAPSAC

/ * i

I* */
/* PRELIMINARIES */
/* */
/ • i

» TITLE
RUN TITLE 'H ZONE AS ONE PLANE'
END

>> SET LIMITS
THREE DIMENSIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PLANES 25
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUBPLANES 100
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF LSTINT 1000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INTERSECTIONS 200
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES PER INTERSECTION 5
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 300
MAXIMUM FRONTWIDTH 100
END

>> DATA INPUT
/* • /

/* * /

/* PREPAPE MODEL */
/* */
/* • /

DEBUG 0
NUMBER OF MODELS 1
RANDOM NUMBER SEED 123
END

» DEFINE REGION
REGION NODES

NODE NUMBERS, NODE COORDINATES
1 < 1050.0 350.0 -485.0 >
2 < 1150.0 350.0 -485.0 >

[1]



550
550
350
350
550
550

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

-485-0
-485.0
-285.0
-285.0
-285.0
-285.0

Appendix C-l cont.
3 < 1 1 5 0 . 0
4 < 1050 .0
5 < 1 0 5 0 . 0
6 < 1150 .0
7 < 1150 .0
8 < 1 0 5 0 . 0

REGION ELEMENTS
ELEMENT NUMBERS, ELEMENT NODES
1 < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 >

NUMBER OF X BOXES 2
NUMBER OF Y BOXES 2
NUMBER OF Z BOXES 2
END

» SET PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
VISCOSITY 1.0E-3
END

» GENERATE FRACTURE SYSTEM

» GENERATE KNOWN FRACTURES
NUMBER OF KNOWN FRACTURES 1
SECOND LENGTHS 150.
FIRST LENGTHS 150.
DIP ANGLES 104.0
DIP DIRECTIONS 185.0
ORIENTATIONS 180.0
APERTURES 40.0E-6
CENTRE X COORDINATES 1105.1
CENTRE Y COORDINATES 472.8
CENTRE Z COORDINATES -400.3
END

» SET BOREHOLE INTERVALS

PACKER INTERVALS
INTERVAL NUMBER,START POINTS, END POINTS,
/*
/*

Wl
W2

/* N2
/* N3
/* N4
/* V3
/* Cl
/* C2
/* C3

C4
C5

/'
/*

1 <
2 <
3 <
4 <
5 <
6 <
7 <

*/ 8 <
*/ 9 <
10 <
11 <

1146.8
1147.4
1139.2
1079.1
1023.1
1149.7
1147.03

440 .0
510 .0
3 3 3 . 3
347 .4
3 2 1 . 1
502.9

-356.1>
-355.3>
-356.7>
-356.9>
-345.0>
-356.5>

<1000.3
<1000.8

•C1082.6
<1025.5
<1149.7

BOREHOLE RADIUS
441.7 -368.1> 38E-3
511.4 -365.9> 38E-3

-420.7> 38E-3
-414.2> 38E-3
-413.7> 38E-3
-404.5> 38E-3

530.1
527.4
529.0
503.4

438.47 -356.19> <1O29.O5 435.60 -448.77> 38E-3
1147.05 442.49 -356.27> <1054.44 509.42 -453.44> 38E-3
1147.59 432.85 -355.89> <1056.61 462.80 -380.92> 38E-3

1146.6 441.1 -356.2> <1099.8 459.0 -392.1> 38.E-3
1147.1 443.3 -356.2> <1077.9 519.1 -451.0> 38.E-3
1127.92 439.05 -383.26> <1033.85 469.45 -388.99> 1.2

/•360 */ 13 <1050.0 300.0 -360.0> <1150.0 425.0 -360.0 > 2.0
/*T1*/ 14 <1128.831 440.52 -382.128> <1085.458 449.552 -369.76> 38.E-3
1*12*1 15 <1128.94 441.25 -382.336> <1078.366 457.103 -355.83> 38.E-3

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

*/

/* D */ 12 <

PRESSURE TESTS
PRESSURE INTERVAL

13

PRESSURE

-.25E6
FLOW TESTS

FLOW INTERVAL ,
8
9
14
15
12

PARTICLE STARTING
8
9
14

FLUX
3.E-9
3.E-9
3.E-9
3.E-9
-1.590E-6

LOCATIONS

[2]



Appendix C-1 cont.
15

END
» SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

» SPECIFIED PRESSURE
» LINEAR VARIATION

REFERENCE PRESSURE 1.96E6
REFERENCE POSITION 1103.5 446. -385.0
PRESSURE GRADIENT 0.0 1.00E3 1.5E3

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 1 2 6 5

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 4 3 7 8

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 4 1 5 8

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 2 3 7 6

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 1 2 3 4

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 5 6 7 8

» OUTPUT DATA
/. •/

/• */
/* PREVIEW MODEL •/
/* */
/* */

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
END

» SET PROJECTION
EYE POSITION 1500. 0. 0.
VIEW VECTOR -1. 1. -1.

» CALCULATION
/• */
/* */
/* SOLVE MODEL */
/* */
/ • • /

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
SELECT MODELS 1
END

» FLOW

» SOLUTION PARAMETERS
RENUMBER USING DIRECT SCHEME
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS ON A PLANE 80
MINIMUM NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS ON A PLANE 80
END

» SAVE RESPONSE MATRICES
INCLUDE ALL PLANES
END

» OUTPUT DATA
/• */

/* */
/* DISPLAY RESULTS */
/* */
/* */

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
SELECT MODELS 1
END

(3]



Appendix C-l cant.
» PLOT SOLUTION FOR PLANES

INCLUDE ALL PLANES

» CALCULATION

/* SOLVE MODEL
/• */

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
SELECT MODELS 1
END

» PARTICLE TRACKING

NUMBER OF PARTICLES 1000
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE ONE 5
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE TWO 5
NUMBER OF TRANSPORT NODES PER INTERSECTION 9
ACCURACY PARAMETER FOR PLANE EDGE 0.05
ACCURACY PARAMETER FOR PATH START 1.25

DEBUG FOR PLANE NUMBERS 1

» OUTPUT DATA
/. •/

/• */
/• PREVIEW MODEL */
/• */
/ • •/

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
END
>> PLOT BREAKTHROUGH CURVES

» STOP

[4]
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Appendix C-2
/* 21/05/91 */
/* H zOone modelled as a SINGLE PLANE EXAMPLE
/* SPACE ALLOCATION
/* WORKSPACE
/* INDEX
/* SOURCE FILES
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/netfl3.fc
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/setmat.fb
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/setpat.fe
/* /usr2/lanyon/Billdev/blatt.f-
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/femset.fb
/* /usr2/lanyon/napi;ac/setup3 .fb
/* /usr2/lanyon/napaac/logcoc.fb
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/Ingcor.f>.
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/conplc.fi
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/frcsol.fi
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/solplc.xb
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/solplt.fb
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/outpcd.fb
/* /usr2/lanyon/napsac/bhpost.fe

/* COMPILED FILES
/* LIBRARY FILES
/* INPUT DATA FILES

*/
*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* 60 /usr2/lanyon/napsac/hzone-lfrac/DHZTR4.BOX
/* 17 /usr2/lanyon/napsac/hzone-lfrac/DHZTR4.BCS */

/* OUTPUT DATA FILES */
/* GRAPHICS /usr2/lanyon/napsac/hzone-lfrac/DHZTR4TEST.suni
/* 16 /usr2/lanyon/napsac/hzone-lfrac/DHZTR4TEST.OUT */

/* END JOB INFORMATION */
» NAPSAC

*/

*/

/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/

PRELIMINARIES
*/

*/

» TITLE
RUN TITLE
END

'H ZONE AS ONE PLANE'

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

» SET LIMITS
THREE DIMENSIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PLANES 25
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUBPLANES 100
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF LSTINT 1000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INTERSECTIONS 200
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES PER INTERSECTION 3
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 300
MAXIMUM FRONTWIDTH 100
END

>> DATA INPUT

*/
PREPARE MODEL

*/
*/

DEBUG
NUMBER
RANDOM
END

0
OF MODELS
NUMBER SEED

1
123

» DEFINE REGION
REGION NODES

NODE NUMBERS, NODE COORDINATES



Appendix C-2 cont.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

<
<
<
<

<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

1103
1103
1103
1103
1110
1108
1108
1108
1103
1102
1101
1101
1101
1103
1105
1105
1108
1108
1108
1108
1115
1113
1113
1113
1108
1107
1106
1106
1106
1108
1110
1110

.89

.76

.11

.24

.64

.58

.44

.25

.56

.91

.23

.43

.56

.63

.31

.96

.89

.76

.11

.24

.64

.58

.44

.25

.56

.91

.23

.43

.56

.63

.31

.96

447
445
446
448
471
437
435
432
442
443
446
449
452
485
482
480
447
445
446
448
471
437
435
432
442
443
446
449
452
485
482
480

REGION ELEMENTS
ELEMENT NUMBERS,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

1
2
3
4
5
7
3
15

2
3
4
1
6
8

10
4

18
19
20
17
22
24
26
20

.45

.22

.55

.78

.16

.91

.69

.52

.06

.38

.80

.97

.19

.44

.02

.70

.45

.22

.55

.78

.16

.91

.69

.52

.06

.38

.80

.97

.19

.44

.02

.70

-386.
-385.
-383.
-384.
-421.
-401.
-400.
-398.
-383.
-381.
-375.
-377.
-378.
-398.
-404.
-406.
-386.
-385.
-383.
-384.
-421.
-401.
-400.
-398.
-383.
-381.
-375.
-377.
-378.
-3 98.
-404.
-406.

54>
20>
06>
40>
90>
93>
59>
69>
30>
16>
65>
55>
89>
86>
37>
51>
54>
20>
06>
40>
90>
93>
59>
69>
30>
16>
65>
55>
89>
8 6>
37>
51>

ELEMENT NODES
17
18
19
20
21
23
19
31

6 7
9 10

12 13
15 16
16 1
2 9

12 11
14 13

23
26
29
32
17
25
27
29

22>
25
28
31
32
18
28
30

NUMBER OF X BOXES 2
NUMBER OF Y BOXES 2
NUMBER OF Z BOXES 2
END

» SET PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
VISCOSITY 1.0E-3
END

» GENERATE FRACTURE SYSTEM

» GENERATE KNOWN FRACTURES
NUMBER OF KNOWN FRACTURES 1
SECOND LENGTHS 150.
FIRST LENGTHS 150.
DIP ANGLES 104.0
DIP DIRECTIONS 185.0
ORIENTATIONS 180.0
APERTURES 40.0E-6
CENTRE X COORDINATES 1107.1
CENTRE Y COORDINATES 472.8
CENTRE Z COORDINATES -400.3
END
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Appendix C-2 cont.

» SET BOREHOLE INTERVALS

PACKER INTERVALS
INTERVAL NUMBER,START POINTS, END POINTS, BOREHOLE RADIUS
/* Wl 1 < 1146.8 440.0 -356.1> <1000.3 441.7 -368.1> 38E-3 */
/* W2 2 < 1147.4 510.0 -355.3> <1000.8 511.4 -365.9> 38E-3 */
/* N2 3 < 1139.2 333.3 -356.7> <1141.0 530.1 -420.7> 38E-3 */
/* N3 4 < 1079.1 347.4 -356.9> <1082.6 527.4 -414.2> 38E-3 */
/* N4 5 < 1023.1 321.1 -345.0> <1025.5 529.0 -413.7> 38E-3 */
/* V3 6 < 1149.7 502.9 -356.5> <1149.7 503.4 -404.5> 38E-3 */
/* Cl 7 < 1147.03 438.47 -356.19> <1029.05 435.60 -448.77> 38E-3 */
/* C2 */ 8 < 1147.05 442.49 -356.27> <1054.44 509.42 -453.44> 38E-3
/* C3 */ 9 < 1147.59 432.85 -355.89> <1056.61 462.80 -380.92> ?8E-3
/* C4 10 < 1146.6 441.1 -356.2> <1099.8 459.0 -392.1> 38E-3 */
/* C5 11 < 1147.1 443.3 -356.2> <1077.9 519.1 -451.0> 38E-3 */
/* D */ 12 < 1127.92 439.05 -383.26> <1033.85 469.45 -388.99> 1.2 */
/*360 */ 13 < 1050.0 300.0 -360.0> <1150.0 425.0 -360.0 > 2.0 */
/* Tl*/ 14 <1128.831 440.52 -382.128> <1085.458 449.552 -369.76> 38E-3
/* T2*/ 15 <1128.94 441.25 -382.336> <1078.366 457.103 -355.83> 38E-3

PRESSURE TESTS
PRESSURE INTERVAL , PRESSURE

FLOW TESTS
FLOW INTERVAL

6
9
14
15

PARTICLE STARTING
8
9

14
15

END
» SET

, FLUX
3.
3
3.
3

.E-9

.E-9

.E-9

.E-9
LOCATIONS

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

» SPECIFIED PRESSURE
>> GRID VALUES

GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 1

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 14 13 29 30

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 1

>> SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 13 12 28 29

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 1

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 12 11 27 28

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 2

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 11 10 26 27

>> GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 2

>> SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 10 9 25 2 6

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 2

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 9 8 24 25
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Appendix C-2 cont.
» GRID VALUES

GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 3

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 3

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 3

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 4

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 4

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 4

>> SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17

8 7 23 24

7 6 22 23

6 5 21 22

5 16 32 21

16 15 31 32

15 14 30 31

» CONSTANT VALUE
PRESSURE VALUE -.25E6

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 1 2 18 17

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 2 3 19 18

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 3 4 20 19

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 4 1 17 20

» OUTPUT DATA
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

PREVIEW MODEL

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
END

» SET PROJECTION
EYE POSITION 1500. 400. -380.
VIEW VECTOR -1. 0. -0.
END

>> PLOT PLANES

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

» CALCULATION

*/
SOLVE MODEL
*/

NUMBER OF MODELS
SELECT MODELS
END

1
1



Appendix C-2 cont.

» FLOW

» SOLUTION PARAMETERS
RENUMBER USING DIRECT SCHEME
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS ON A PLANE 60
MINIMUM NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS ON A PLANE 60
END

» SAVE RESPONSE MATRICES
INCLUDE ALL PLANES
END

» OUTPUT DATA
/* */

/* */
/* PREVIEW MODEL */
/* */
/* */

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
END

» SET PROJECTION
EYE POSITION 1500. 400. -380.
VIEW VECTOR -1. 0. -0.
END

» PLOT SOLUTION FOR PLANES
INCLUDE ALL PLANES

» CALCULATION
/* */
/* */
/* SOLVE MODEL */
/* */
/ • * /

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
SELECT MODELS 1
END

» PARTICLE TRACKING

NUMBER OF PARTICLES 1000
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE ONE 5
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE TWO 5
NUMBER OF TRANSPORT NODES PER INTERSECTION 9
ACCURACY PARAMETER FOR PLANE EDGE 0.05
ACCURACY PARAMETER FOR PATH START 1.25

DEBUG FOR PLANE NUMBERS 1

>> OUTPUT DATA
/* */
/* */
/* DISPLAY RESULTS */
/* */
/* */

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
SELECT MODELS 1
END
» PLOT BREAKTHROUGH CURVES

>> STOP
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/*
/•
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

?ndix C-3
»L 14/07/91 : HZONE MEGA MODEL

SPACE ALLOCATION
WORKSPACE 80000000
INDEX 10000

SOURCE FILES
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(GENRFRiG) ' ''
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(GENRFC#S) ' ''
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(GENFSM#T) ' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(SETIN3#B) ' ' '
'" TPHS JH.NAP2D. FORT (SETMATtF) ' "
' ' ' TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(BNDINT#S)'''
'' ' TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(BNDIX#S)' ''
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(PLNINTfS) ' ''
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(NETFL3#S) ' ' '
'" TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT (SOLVE3#U) " '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(APPGET#G) ' ''
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(FEMSETfA) ' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(BORMAT#A) ' ' '
' " TPHSJH. NAP2D. FORT (MA32LD80) " '
COMPILED FILES
INPUT "'TPHAWR.INPR4S.C2BL'"
LIBRARY FILES
INPUT DATA FILES

/* FT17 '" TPHSJH. HZTR4.BCS'" CHAR
/* OUTPUT DATA FILES
/* FT23 ' "TPHSJH. TR4005.MDL'" OLD
/* FT24 "'TPHSJH. TR4 005. SOL'" OLD
/* FT53 "'TPHSJH.TR4005.GNO'" OLD
/* GRAPHICS TR4005.SUNI NEW
/* END JOB INFORMATION

» NAPSAC

OPTON

OPTON
OPTON
OPTON
OPTON
OPTON
OPTON
OPTON
OPTON
OPTON
OPTON
OPTON

*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

>> SET LIMITS
THREE DIMENSIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PLANES 100000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUBPLANES 200000
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF LSTINT 600000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INTERSECTIONS 300000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES PER INTERSECTION 2
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 50000
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF BOUNDARY CONDITION LIST 50000
MAXIMUM FRONTWIDTH 2400
END

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

>> DATA INPUT
DEBUG
NUMBER
RANDOM
END

OF MODELS
0
1

NUMBER SEED 313

» DEFINE REGION
»

REGION NODES
NODE NUMBERS,

< 1103.89
< 1103.76
< 1103.11
<' 1103.24
< 1110.38

1108.58
< 1108.44
< 1108.25
< 1103.56
< 1102.91
< 1101.23
< 1101.43
< 1101.56
< 1103.36

DEFINE REGION

, NODE COORDINATES
447.45
445.22
446.55
448.78
466.88
437.91
435.69
432.52
442.06
443.38
446.80
449.97
452.19
481.16

-386.54>
-385.20>
-383.06>
-384.40>
-419.33>
-401.93>
-400.59>
-398.69>
-383.30>
-381.16>
-375.65>
-377.55>
-378.89>
-396.29>
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Appendix C-3 cont.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

1105.04
1105.69
1108.89
1108.76
1.108.11
1108.24
1115.38
1113.58
1113.44
1113.25
1108.56
1107.91
1106.23
1106.43
1106.56
1108.36
1110.04
1110.69

477
476
447
445
446
448
466
437
435
432
442
443
446
449
452
481
477
476

REGION ELEMENTS
ELEMENT NUMBERS,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

< 1
< 2
< 3
< 4
< 5
< 7
< 3
< 15

2
3
4
1
6
8

10
4

18
19
20
17
22
24
26
20

.74

.42

.45

.22

.55

.78

.88

.91

.69

.52

.06

.38

.80

.97

.19

.16

.74

.42

-401.80>
-403.94>
-386.54>
-385.20>
-383.06>
-384.40>
-419.33>
-401.93>
-400.59>
-398.69>
-383.30>
-381.16>
-375.65>
-377.55>
-378.89>
-396.29>
-401.80>
-403.94>

ELEMENT NODES
17
18
19
20
21
23
19
31

6 7 23 22>
9 10 26 25
12 13 29 28
15 16 32 31
16 1 17 32
2 9 25 18
12 11 27 28
14 13 29 30

NUMBER OF X BOXES 4
NUMBER OF Y BOXES 10
NUMBER OF Z BOXES 10
END

» SET PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
VISCOSITY 1.0E-3
END

» GENERATE FRACTURE SYSTEM

» GENERATE RANDOM FRACTURES
NUMBER OF SETS 4
CENTRE X LIMITS 1094.0 1120.0
CENTRE Y LIMITS 428.0 485.0
CENTRE Z LIMITS -422.0 -350.0

.CLUSTER Cl C2 C3 C4+C5. .*/

FRACTURE DENSITIES
MEAN APERTURES
SPREAD OF APERTURES
DISTRIBUTION OF APERTURES
MINIMUM APERTURE
MEAN LENGTHS
SPREAD OF LENGTHS
DISTRIBUTION OF LENGTHS
MINIMUM AREA

4.645 12.04 6.547 6.566
4*-20.38
4*2.065
4*3
4*8.55E-6

-1.769 -1.777 -1.833 -1.4919
.601
4*3
4*0.15

0.372 0.869 0.5509

MEAN ORIENTATIONS 4*0.0
SPREAD OF ORIENTATIONS 4*360.0
DISTRIBUTION OF ORIENTATIONS 4*1

MEAN DIP DIRECTIONS 20 9.8
SPREAD OF DIP DIRECTIONS 15.6
DISTRIBUTION OF DIP DIRECTIONS 4*2

2 8 1 . 2 3 4 9 . 4 2 9 0 . 1
1 8 . 9 2 4 . 5 8 1 . 7

MEAN
SPREAD OF

DIP ANGLES
DIP ANGLES

71.2 77.6
10.6 15.5

80.3 30.0
25.0 12.5
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DISTRIBUTION OF DIP ANGLES 4*2

END
» SET BOREHOLE INTERVALS
PACKER INTERVALS

INTERVAL NUMBER,START POINTS, END POINTS, BOREHOLE RADIUS
/*C2-1*/ 1 < 1108.46 470.38 -396.76> <1107.54 471.05 -397.73> 38E-3
/*C2-2*/ 2 < 1107.23 471.27 -398.06> <1106.3 471.94 -399.03> 38E-3
/*C2-3*/ 3 < 1105.99 472.16 -399.35> <1105.07 472.83 -400.32> 38E-3

FLOW TESTS
FLOW INTERVAL , FLUX

1 3.0E-9
2 3.0E-9
3 3.0E-9

PARTICLE STARTING LOCATIONS
1

0117000»

2
3

END
» SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

» SPECIFIED PRESSURE
» GRID VALUES

GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 1

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 1

>> SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

>> GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 1

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 2

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

>> GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 2

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

>> GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 2

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

>> GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 3

>> SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

>> GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 3

>> SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

>> GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 3

>> SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

>> GRID VALUES

14 13 29 30

13 12 28 29

12 11 27 28

11 10 26 27

10 9 25 26

9 8 24 25

8 7 23 24

7 6 22 23

6 5 21 22
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GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 4

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 4

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17
GRID FILE SURFACE 4

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES

» GRID VALUES
GRID FILE UNIT 17

5 16 32 21

16 15 31 32

15 14 30 31

» CONSTANT VALUE
PRESSURE VALUE -.25E6

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 1 2 18 17

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 2 3 19 18

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 3 4 20 19

» SELECT SURFACE
SURFACE CORNER NODES 4 1 17 20

» CALCULATION
NUMBER OF MODELS
SELECT MODELS
DEBUG 0
END

» FLOW
» SAVE GLOBAL NODE MATRICES
>> SOLUTION PARAMETERS

RENUMBER USING DIRECT SCHEME
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS ON A PLANE 27
MINIMUM NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS ON A PLANE 27

>> STOP



Appendix C-4
/* GWL 14/07/91 : HZONE MEGA MODEL

SPACE ALLOCATION
WORKSPACE 100000000
INDEX 10000

SOURCE FILES
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(GENRFR#G)' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(GENRFC#S)' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(GENFSM#T)' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(SETIN3#B)' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(BNDINT#S)' ' '
' " TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(BNDIXtS) ' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(PLNINT#S) ' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(PARINI#A)' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(GETMDL#O)' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(SAVMDL#O)' ' '
1''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(PARFO39P) ' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(PARSO38P)' "
' "TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT (PARSW30P) ' ' '
"'TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT (SETPAT9P)'"
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(SETBHP6T)' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(PARSE39Q)'''
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(SETCHA8P) " '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(READUItl) ' ' '
" 'TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(READUR#1)" '

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
I*
f*
/*

/ •

/ *

/ *

/ *

/ *

/ *

'TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(PLARTA) */

*l
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/

>/
*/
V
*/
*/
*/

OP TON

OP TON
OPTON
OP TON
OPTON

" ' TPHSJH. NAP2E. FORT (SARRIV#D) ' "
" ' TPHSJH. NAP2E. FORT (DRIFTS) " '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(PLARTC#2) ' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(PLARTM#6) ' ' '
" ' TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT (OUTPCD#5) " '
" 'TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(PATRAC) ' "
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(PLTTRK) ' ' '
" 'TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(PARSV3) " '
" ' TPHSJH. NAP2E. FORT (HLPLOC) " '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(HLPLSC)' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(HLRC)' ' '
' ' 'TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(PARIND) ' "
'' 'TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(SETPLO#2)" '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(SETMPC) " '
" 'TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(SETMVW) ' "
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(SELCOL) ' ' '
'''TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT(THSRGB)' ' '
" ' TPHSJH.NAP2E.FORT (THSHSB) '"
COMPILED FILES
INPUT "'TPHAWR.INPR4S.C2BL'"
LIBRARY FILES
INPUT DATA FILES
FT23 "'TPHSJH.TR4005.MDL'"
FT24 '" TPHSJH. TR4005. SOL'"
FT53 '"TPHSJH.TR4005.GNO'"
OUTPUT DATA FILES
GRAPHICS TTR4004.SUNI NEW
FT20 '" TPHSJH .TR4005.ARR' " NEW CHAR
FT21 "'TPHSJH. TR4005.DRI'" OLD CHAR
END JOB INFORMATION

*/
*/
*/
*/
•/
*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

*/

» NAP SAC

>> SET LIMITS
THREE DIMENSIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PLANES 100000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUBPLANES 200000
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF LSTINT 600000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INTERSECTIONS 300000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES PER INTERSECTION 2
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 50000
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF BOUNDARY CONDITION LIST 50000
MAXIMUM FRONTWIDTH 2400
END

[1]
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» CALCULATION
/* */

/* SOLVE MODEL */
/• */

» PARTICLE TRACKING

NUMBER OF PARTICLES 50000
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE ONE 400
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE TWO 600
NUMBER OF TRANSPORT NODES PER INTERSECTION 1

>> OUTPUT DATA
/* */
/* • /

/* DISPLAY RESULTS */
/* V
/ • * /

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
SELECT MODELS 1
END

» PLOT BREAKTHROUGH CURVES
NUMBER OF PARTICLES 50000
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE ONE 400
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE TWO 600

INJECTION PARAMETERS
BOREHOLE , FRACTION, DISTRIBUTION, PARTICLE TYPE

1 1.0 1 1
» PLOT BREAKTHROUGH CURVES

NUMBER OF PARTICLES 50000
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE ONE 400
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE TWO 600

INJECTION PARAMETERS
BOREHOLE , FRACTION, DISTRIBUTION, PARTICLE TYPE

2 1.0 1 2
>> PLOT BREAKTHROUGH CURVES

NUMBER OF PARTICLES 50000
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE ONE 400
NUMBER OF STEPS FOR STAGE TWO 600

INJECTION PARAMETERS
BOREHOLE , FRACTION, DISTRIBUTION, PARTICLE TYPE

3 1.0 1 3

>> OUTPUT DATA
/• • /

/* * /

/* DISPLAY RESULTS */
/ • * /
/ * • /

NUMBER OF MODELS 1
DEBUG 0
SELECT MODELS 1
END
» SET PLOT OPTIONS

>> SET IMAGE COLOURS
USE ABSOLUTE VALUES
COLOUR LEVELS
VALUE, INDEX
0 .

1 0 .
2 0 .
3 0 .
4 0 .
5 0 .
6 0 .
7 0 .

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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END

» SET PROJECTION
EYE POSITION 1200. 460.
VIEW VECTOR -1. 0. 0.
END

-390.

» PLOT PARTICLE TRACKS
NUMBER OF PLOT TIMES 8
PLOT TIMES 0. 0.5E6 1.E6 1.5E6 2.0E6 2.5E6 +

3.0E6 3.5E6
NUMBER OF PARTICLES 100
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STEPS 500
TRACK WOBBLE 0.1
INJECTION PARAMETERS

BOREHOLE , FRACTION, DISTRIBUTION
1
1
1

1
2
3

0.333
0.666
1.

» SET PLOT OPTIONS
IRIS GRAPHICS ON

» PLOT PARTICLE TRACKS
NUMBER OF PLOT TIMES 8
PLOT TIMES 0- 0.5E6 1.E6 1.5E6 2.0E6 2.5E6 +

3.0E6 3.5E6
NUMBER OF PARTICLES 100
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STEPS 500
TRACK WOBBLE 0.1
INJECTION PARAMETERS

BOREHOLE , FRACTION, DISTRIBUTION
1 0.333 1
2 0.666 1
3 1. 1

» STOP

[3]
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/* GWL 14/07/91 : HZONE MEGA MODEL */
/* SPACE ALLOCATION */
/* WORKSPACE 30000000 */
/* INDEX 10000 */
/* SOURCE FILES */
/* '"TPHSJH.NAP2D.FORT(SELPLN#R) " ' */
/* COMPILED FILES */
/* INPUT " 'TPHAWR.INPR4S.C2BL'" */
/* LIBRARY FILES */
/* INPUT DATA FILES */
/* FT23 '"TPHSJH.TR4005.MDL"' */
/* OUTPUT DATA FILES */
/• GRAPHICS RTR4005.SUNI OLD */
/* END JOB INFORMATION */

» NAPSAC

» SET LIMITS
THREE DIMENSIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PLANES 60000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUBPLANES 100000
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF LSTINT 350000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INTERSECTIONS 350000
M .AIMUM NUMBER OF NODES PER INTERSECTION 2
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 50000
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF BOUNDARY CONDITION LIST 50000
MAXIMUM FRONTWIDTH 5000
END

» OUTPUT DATA
NUMBER OF MODELS 1
SELECT MODEL 1
DEBUG 0
END

>> SET PROJECTION
EYE POSITION 1200. 460. -390..
VIEW VECTOR -1. 0. 0.
END

» PLOT PLANES
EXCLUDE ALL PLANES

» PLOT PLANES
INCLUDE FRACTION OF PLANES

» STOP

(1)
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«
# make a test program for inproc
#

SOURCES= nperf2.f

OBJECTS=$(SOURCES:.f=.o)

.SUFFIXES: .f $(SUFFIXES)
LIB= /home/alan/napsac/rel2e/sunbin/thpost.so
PROGRAM» nper£2
FFLAGS= -g -O3 /usr/lib/libm.il

$ (PROGRAM) : $(OBJECTS) $(LIB)
$(LINK.f) -o $6 $(OBJECTS) $(LIB) -lm
chmod 777 $(PROGRAM)

$ (OBJECTS) :$(SOURCES)

.fort-o:
cp $< $*.f
$(COMPILE.f) -o $« $*.f
rm $*.f

(11
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PROGRAM DRIFT

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
C
C THIS PROGRAM READS THE DATABASE OF PARTICLE ARRIVALS AT THE
C DRIFT AND CALCULATES A VARIETY OF STATISTICS

PARAMETER (MAXPAR= 50000)
PARAMETER (MAXP = MAXPAR*10)
PARAMETER (MAXX= 50)
PARAMETER (MAXY=9)
PARAMETER (MAXINT=10000)
PARAMETER (MAXINU=200000)
PARAMETER (MAXBOR= 200)
PARAMETER (MAXHIS = 1000)

C THE PARTICLE TIMES
DIMENSION PARTIM(MAXPAR)

C THE FLUX TO EACH SHEET
DIMENSION FLUX(MAXX,MAXY),TPAR(MAXX,MAXY)

C THE PARTICLE FRACTION PER SHEET
DIMENSION IPSHX(MAXP),IPSHY(MAXP),PTIME(MAXP)»PFRAC(MAXP)
DIMENSION T5(MAXX,MAXY),T50(MAXX,MAXY),CC0(MAXX,MAXY)
DIMENSION RI(MAXX,MAXY)

C THE INTERSECTION NUMBERS ETC
DIMENSION INTNUM(MAXINU) /KAXINU*0/
DIMENSION XD1(2,MAXINT),XD2(2,MAXINT),IPLANE(MAXINT)
DIMENSION X1(3),X2(3)

C THE BOREHOLES
DIMENSION IBH(MAXBOR),BDIS(MAXBOR),BIFLUX(MAXBOR),BOFLUX(MAXBOR)
DIMENSION BTIME(MAXBOR)
DIMENSION CUMUL(MAXHIS),DELTA(MAXHIS),HIST(MAXHIS)
CHARACTER*80 FILE,TITLE,TITLE2
REAL DURATN,SCALEF,CALIB,R0(2),RL(2)

C
C 1 DURATN DURATION OF INJECTION
C 2 SCALEF SCALING WITH REFERENCE TO FLOWRATE
C 3 CALIB CALIBRATION FACTOR ON TIME
C

EXTERNAL MYHAND
C IEER = IEEE_HANDLER('set','all',MYHAND)
C READ IN ALL THE BOREHOLE STUFF
C READ IN ALL THE FLUXES AND INTERSECTION POSITIONS
C READ EACH PARTICLE TIME AND INTERSECTION NUMBER - SPLIT INTO
C THE ARRIVALS AT EACH SHEET

DO J = 1,MAXY
DO I=1,MAXX

FLUX(I,J) = 0.
TPAR(I,J) = 0.

END DO
END DO

866

30

WRITE(6,1)
FORMAT(' TITLE >> ',$)
READ(5,3) TITLE
WRITE (6,2)
FORMAT(' FILE » ',$)
READ(5,3) FILE
FORMAT(A)
OPEN (UNIT=1,NAME=FILE,STATUS='OLD')
WRITE(6,5)
FORMAT(' BOREHOLE NUMBER » ',$)
READ(5,*)IBSEL
WRITE(6,866)
FORMAT(' DURATION, SCALEFACTOR AND CALIBRATION FACTOR > ',$)
READ (5,*)DURATN,SCALEF,CALIB
WRITSf6,30)
FORMAT(' GIVE QINJ > ',$)
READ(5,*)QINJ

NBI = 0



6
C

C
210

10
C

Appendix C-7 cont.
READ(1,6)IBH(NBI+1),BDIS(NBI+1)»BIFLUX(NBI+1),BOFLUX(NBI+1),

> BTIME(NBI+1)
FORMAT(IX,18,4G12 .4)

DO WHILE(IBH(NBI+1).NE.0)
NBI = NBI + 1
WRITE(6,210)NBI,IBH(NBI+1)

FORMAT (' NBI ',16,' IBH (NBI+1) ' . T.8)
READ(1,6)IBH(NBI+1),BDIS(NBI+1),BIFLUX(NBI+1),BOFLUX(NBI+1),

> BTIME(NBI+1)
END DO

NIX = 0
READ(1,10)INUM,IPLN,ISURF,QIN,XI, X2
FORMAT(IX,318,G12.4,/,IX,6F12.3)

DO WHILE(INUM.GT.0)
NIX = NIX + 1
IPLANE(NIX) = IPLN
CALL SURMAP(XI,X2,ISURF,XD1(1,NIX) ,XD2(1,NIX))
INTNUM(INUM) = NIX
CALL ADDFLX(XD1(1,NIX),XD1(2,NIX),XD2(1,NIX),XD2(2, NIX) ,

QIN,FLUX,MAXX,MAXY)>
C23456

READ(1,10)INUM,IPLN,ISURF,QIN,XI,X2
END DO

C
C NOW DO THE PARTICLES
C

QDRIFT = QIN*6.E7
DO J=1,MAXY

DO 1=1,MAXX
FLUX(I,J) = FLUX(I,J)*6.E7

END DO
END DO

C

14

15

WRITE(20,14)TITLE
FORMAT(IX, A)
WRITE(20,15) (I, (FLUX(I,J),J=l,9),1=1, 50)
FORMAT(' FLUXES ',/,(IX,13,9F8.1))
NPP = 0
NTP = 0
READ(1,20,IOSTAT=IERR)IPART,INTARR,ITYPE,PARTIP

20 FORMAT(IX,318,G12.4)
DO WtilLE (IERR. EQ . 0 . AND . INTARR. GT . 0)

PARTIP = PARTIP/3600.
IF(INTNUM(INTARR).LE.0)THEN

WRITE(6,201) INTARR
201 FORMAT(' NO INTERSECTION FOUND FOR ',18)

STOP
END IF

C FIND OUT WHICH INTERSECTION
IF (ITYPE.EQ.IBSEL)THEN

INUM = INTNUM(INTARR)
C WRITE(6,22) INTARR,INUM
22 FORMAT(IX,218)

CALL ADDPAR(XD1(1,INUM),XD1(2,INUM),
> XD2(1,INUM),XD2(2,INUM) ,
> PARTIP,NPP,IPSHX,IPSHY,
> PTIME,PFRAC,MAXP)

END IF
READ(1,20,IOSTAT=IERR)IPART,INTARR,ITYPE,PARTIP

END DO
C

21
WRITE(6,21)NPP
FORMAT(' TOTAL OF ',18,' Particle fractions.')
TOTPS = 0 . 0
DO IP =i,NPP

I3X = IPSHX(IP)

[2]
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ISY = IPSHY(IP)
TPAR(ISX, ISY) = TPAR(ISX,ISY) + PFRAC(IP)
TOTPS = TOTPS + PFRAC(IP)

END DO
C WRITE(6,15) ((TPARd, J) , J=l, 9) , 1=1, 50)

WRITE(20,27) TOTPS/500.
27 FORMATC Drift percentage recovery ',F10.2)

TLOW = 0.
TSTEP = 5.
THI = TLOW + FLOAT(MAXHIS)*TSTEP
CALL PTANAL(ISFX,ISFY,IPSHX,IPSHY,PFRAC,PTIME,MAXP,NPP,
> FLUX,TPAR,MAXX,MAXY,ISCX,ISCY)
CALL RESPON(0,0,IPSHX,IPSHY,PFRAC,PTIME,MAXP,NPP,

> DELTA,CUMUL,TLOW,TSTEP, MAXHIS, TD5,TD50)
WRITE(20,29)TD5*CALIB,TD50*CALIB

29 FORMATC Drift T5,T50 ',2F10.2)
CFACT = QINJ/(50000.*QDRIFT)
WRITE(6,31) CFACT

31 FORMATC CFACT =',G12.4)
YLOW = 0.
YMAX = CUMUL(MAXHIS)*CFACT*SCALEF
WRITE(20,629)YMAX

629 FORMATC D r i f t C/CO
YHI = 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1
I F ( Y M A X . G T . 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 )
I F ( Y M A X . G T . 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 )
IF(YMAX.GT.O.0001)
I F (YMAX.GT.O.001)
I F ( Y M A X . G T . 0 . 0 1 )
I F ( Y M A X . G T . 0 . 1 )

' , G 1 2 .

YHI =
YHI =
YHI =
YHI =
YHI =
YHI =

4)

0.00001
0.0001
0.001
0.01
0 . 1
1 .

CALL THINGR
CALL NEWPAG(TITLE)
ICOL = 1
TITLE2 = 'Breakthrough to all drift sheets'
CALL DRAWAR(TITLE,DELTA,CUMUL, MAXHIS,CFACT,YLOW,YHI,
> TLOW,THI,TSTEP,ICOL,DURATN,SCALEF,CALIB,TITLE2)
CALL RESPON(I3FX,ISFY,IPSHX,IPSHY,PFRAC,PTIME,MAXP,NPP,
> DELTA,CUMUL,TLOW,TSTEP, MAXHIS,TF5,TF5 0)
CFACT = QINJ/(50000.*FLUX(ISFX,ISFY))
ICOL = 1
YMAX = CUMUL(MAXHIS)*CFACT*SCALEF

YHI = 0.000001
IF(YMAX.GT.0.000001) YHI
IF(YMAX.GT.0.00001)
IF(YMAX.GT.0.0001)
IF(YMAX.GT.0.001)
IF(YMAX.GT.0.01)
IF(YMAX.GT.0.1)
TITLE2 = 'Breakthrough to fast sheet'
CALL DRAWAF(TITLE,DELTA,CUMUL, MAXHIS,CFACT, YLOW, YHI,
> TLOW,THI,TSTEP,ICOL,
> DURATN,SCALEF,CALIB,TITLE2)
CALL RESPON(ISCX,ISCY,IPSHX,IPSHY,PFRAC,PTIME,MAXP,NPP,
> DELTA,CUMUL,TLOW,TSTEP,MAXHIS, TH5,TH50)
CFACT = QINJ/(50000.*FLUX(ISCX,ISCY))
ICOL = 1
YMAX ~- CUM'JL (MAXHIS) *CFACT*SCALEF
YHI = 0.000001

0.00001
0.0001
0.001
0.01
0.1
1.

YHI
YHI
YHI
YHI
YHI
YHI

= 0.00001
= 0.0001
= 0.001
= 0.01
= 0.1
= 1.

IF(YMAX.GT.0.000001) YHI
IF(YMAX.GT.0.00001) YHI
IF(YMAX.GT.0.0001)
IF(YMAX.GT.0.001)
IF(YMAX.GT.0.01)
IF(YMAX.GT.0.1)

YHI
YHI
YHI
YHI

TITLE2 = 'Breakthrough to high C sheet'
CALL DRAWAH(TITLE2,DELTA,CUMUL,MAXHIS,CFACT, YLOW,YHI,
> TLOW,THI,TSTEP,ICOL,

[3]
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> DURATN,SCALEF,CALIB,TITLE2)

DO I=1,MAXX
DO J=1,MAXY
CALL RESPON(I,J,IPSHX,IPSHY,PFRAC,PTIME,MAXP,NPP,

> DELTA,CUMUL,TLOW, TSTEP,MAXHIS,T5(I,J),T50 (I,J))
IF(CUMUL(MAXHIS).GT.O)THEN
CCO(I,J)
ELSE
CCO(I,J)
END IF
T5(I,J)
T50(I, J)
RI(I f J)
END DO

END DO

= SCALEF*(CUMUL(MAXHIS)/FLUX(I,J))/(50000./QINJ)

= 0

= CALIB*T5(I,J)
= CALIB*T50(I,J)
= CUMUL(MAXHIS)/50000.

815

82 0

825

CALL NEWPAG(TITLE)
R0(l) = 0.2
R0(2) = 0.95
RL(1) = 0.54
RL(2) = 0.405
SCALE = 1./FLOAT(MAXX*MAXY)
TITLE2 = 'T5 (hours)'
CALL DRHIST(T5,MAXX*MAXY, HIST, 50, 0. , 5000. , SCALE,R0,RL,

> TITLE2)
WRITE (20,815) (I, (T5(I,J),J=l,9),1=1,50)
FORMAT(
R0(l) =
R0(2) =
RL(1) =
RL(2) =

T5
0.2
0.5

(hrs) (1X,I3,9F8.1))

0.54
0.405

rT50 (hours)'
DRHIST(T50,MAXX*MAXY, HIST,50,0.

> TITLE2)
WRITE(20,820) (I,(T50(I,J),J=l,9),1=1
FORMATC T50 (hrs) ' , / , (IX, 13, 9F8 .1) )
R0(1) = 0.2

0.05
0.54
0.405
'C/CO'

TITLE2 =
CALL

R0(2) =
RL(1) =
RL(2) =
TITLE2 =

.5000.,SCALE,R0,RL,

50)

CALL DRHIST(CCO,MAXX*MAXY, HIST, 50, 0. , YHI,SCALE,R0,RL,
> TITLE2)
WRITE(20,825) (I,(CCO(I,J),J=l,9),1=1,50)
FORMATC C/CO ' , /, (IX, 13, 9F8 . 6) )
YMAX =0
DO I=1,MAXX

DO J=1,MAXY
YMAX = MAX(YMAX, RI(I, J))

END DO
END DO

YHI = 0
IF(YMAX
IF (YMAX
IF(YMAX
IF(YMAX
TF(YMAX
IF(YMAX
YLOW = 0

000001
GT.O.OOOOOIJYHI =
GT.0.00001) YHI =

0001) YHI =GT
GT
GT
GT

001)
01)
1)

YHI =
YHI =
YHI =

00001
0001
001
.01
.1

CALL NEWPAG(TITLE)
R0(l) = 0.2
R0(2) = 0.95
RL(1) = 0.54
RL(2) = 0.405
SCALE = 1./FLOAT(MAXX*MAXY)
TITLE2 = 'Instantaneous Recovery'
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CALL DRHIST(RI,MAXX*MAXY,HIST,50,YLOW,YHI,SCALE,R0,RL,
> TITLE2)
WRITE(20,830) (I, (RI(I,J),J=l,9),I=l,50)

830 FORMAT(' Instantaneous recovery ',/,(IX,13,9F8.6))
CALL THEXGR

C WRITE OUT BOXPLOT DATA
900 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,902)
902 FORMAT(' FILE » ',$)

READ(5,903) FILE
903 FORMAT(A)
C

OPEN (UNIT=1,NAME=FILE,TYPE='OLD')
WRITE(1,910)((T5(I,J),J=l,9),1=1,50)
WRITE(1,910)((T50(I,J),J=l,9),I=l,50)
WRITE(1,915) ((CC0(I, J),J=l,9),I=l,50)
WRITE(1,915)((RI(I,J),J=l,9),1=1,50)

910 FORMAT(9F8.1)
915 FORMAT(9F8.5)

CLOSE (UNIT=1)
STOP
END
*****
SUBROUTINE ADDFLX(XI, Yl, X2, Y2, Q,FLUX,NX,NY)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION FLUX(NX,NY)
DIMENSION FC(100),FS(100)
VSMALL = l.E-30

C
C NEW INTERSECTION XI,Yl - X2,Y2
C SPLIT INTO DIFFERENT SECTIONS
C

XV = X2 - XI
YV = Y2 - Yl
SX = 1.
SY = 1.
IF(XV.LT.0.)SX = -1.
IF(YV.LT.O-)SY = -1.

C
XS = INT (XI)
YS = INT(Yl)
XE = INT(X2)
YE = INT(Y2)
NS = 2
FC(1) = 0.
FC(2) = 1.

C DO ALL THE X INTERSECTIONS
DO X = XS,XE,SX

F = 0.
IF(ABS(XV).GT.VSMALL)F = (X-Xl)/(X2-X1)
IF(F.GE.0.0.AND.F.LE.1.0)THEN

NS = NS + 1
FC(NS) = F

END IF
END DO

C DO ALL THE INTERSECTIONS
DO Y = YS,YE,SY

F = 0.
IF(ABS(YV) .GT.VSMALL)F = (Y-Yl)/(Y2-Y1)
IF(F.GE.0.0.AND.F.LE.1.0)THEN

NS = NS + 1
FC (NS) = F

END IF
END DO

C
C NOW ADD ALL THE FRACTIONS OF THE FLUX TO THE DIFFERENT
C SHEETS

[5]
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DO I = 1,NS
FS(I) = FC(I)

END DO
IF(NS.GT.l)CALL SORT(FS,NS)
DO I = 1,NS-1

FL = FS(I+1) - FS(I)
FP = 0.5*(FS(I+1)+FS(I))

C NOW CALCULATE THE SHEET
ISX = INT(XI + FP*XV) + 1
ISY = INT(Yl + FP*YV) + 1

C ADD TO THAT SHEET
I F ( F L . G T . 0 . 0 . A N D . I S X . G T . 0

> ISY.GT
FLUX(ISX,ISY) = FLUX(ISX,ISY)

END IF
END DO
RETURN
END

.AND.ISX.LE.NX.AND.
0.AND.ISY.LE.NY)THEN

FL*Q

********************
SUBROUTINE ADDPAR(XI,Yl,X2,Y2,PARTIM,NPP, IPSHX,IPSHY,

PTIME,PFRAC,MAXP)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION IPSHX(MAXP),IPSHY(MAXP),PTIME(MAXP),PFRAC(MAXP)
DIMENSION FC(IOO),FS(1OO)
VSMALL = l.E-3 0

c
C NOW THE PARTICLES
C

XV =
YV =
SX =
SY =
IF (XV
IF (YV

XS =
YS =
XE =
YE =
NS -
FC(1)

X2
Y2
1 .
1.
.LT
.LT

INT
INT
INT
INT
2
=

- XI
- Yl

.0.)SX =

.O.)SY =

(XI)
(Yl)
(X2)
(Y2)

0.

-1.
-1.

FC(2) = 1.
C DO ALL THE X INTERSECTIONS

DO X = XS,XE,SX
F = 0.
IF(ABS(XV).GT.VSMALL)F
IF(F.GT.0.0.AND.F.LT.l.

NS = NS + 1
FC(NS) = F

END IF

= (X-Xl)/(X2-X1)
0)THEN

C DO
END DO

ALL THE
DO

= (Y-Yl)/(Y2-Y1)
.0)THEN

INTERSECTIONS
Y = YS,YE,SY
F = 0.
1F(ABS(YV).GT.VSMALL)F
IF(F.GT.0.0.AND.F.LT.l.

NS = NS + 1
FC(NS) = F

END IF
END DO

C
C NOW ADD ALL THE FRACTIONS OF THE FLUX TO THE DIFFERENT
C SHEETS
C

DO I=1,NS
FS(I) = FC(I)

END DO
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IF(NS.GT.1)CALL SORT(FS,NS)
DO I = 1,NS-1

FL = FS(I+1) - FS(I)
FP = 0.5* (FS(3>1)+FS(I))

C NOW CALCULATE THE SHEET
ISX = INT(XI + F?*XV) + 1
ISY = INT(Yl + FP*YV) + 1

C ADD TO THAT SHEET
IF(FL.GT.0.0)THEN

NPP = NPP + 1
IPSHX(NPP) = ISX
IPSHY(NPP) = ISY
PFRAC(NPP) = FL
PTIME(NPP) = PARTIM

END IF
C THAT ALL

END DO
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SURMAP(CINT,RINT,ISURF,XS1,XS2)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

C ROUTINE TO MAP 3D COORDS TO 2D DRIFT COORDS
C

DIMENSION CINT(3),RINT(3),XS1(2),XS2 (2)
C

DIMENSION END1(3),END2 (3)
C

DIMENSION LSURF(4) /-9,-13,-17,-21/
DIMENSION YSURF(3,4) / 0.0,-0.86, 0.5,
> 0.0, 0.5, 0.86,
> 0.0, 0.86,-0.5,
> 0.0,-0.5,-0.86/
DIMENSION YSHFT(4) /0.
DIMENSION OFFSET (3,4)
DATA OFFSET

X S H F T = 2 8 . 0

, 2 . 6 , 5 . 2 , 7 . 8 /

/ 1103.89,
1103.89,
1103.89, 446.55, - 383 .06 ,
1103.89, 448.78, - 3 8 4 . 4 0 /

447.45, -386.54,
445.22, -385.20,

10

C
20

DO IS = 1,4
IFdSURF.EQ.LSURF(IS) ) GOTO 20

END DO
UNKNOWN SURFACE

W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 ) I S U R F
FORMAT('UNKNOWN SURFACE ',18)
RETURN

CONTINUE
Al = RINT(l)
DO ID =1,3

ENDl(ID) ••
END2(ID) ••
ENDl(ID) ••
END2(ID) ••

END DO

(CINT(ID)
(CINT(ID)
END1(ID)
END2(ID)

- OFFSET(ID,IS))
- OFFSET(ID,IS))

+ RINT(ID)
- RINT(ID)

C NOW DO THE MAP
C

XS1 (1)
XS1 (2)
XS2(1)
XS2(2)

DO ID=1,3

0
0
0
0

[7]
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XS1 (2)
XS2(2)

END DO
XS1(1) =
XS1(2) =
XS2(D =

C
C

XS1(2) + YSURF(ID,IS)*END1(ID)
•= XS2(2) + YSURF(ID,IS)*END2(ID)

- END1 (D+XSHFT
(XSK2) + YSHFT(IS))*9./1O.4
- END2 (D+XSHFT

XS2(2) = (XS2(2) + Y S H F T ( I S ) ) * 9 . / 1 0 . 4

WRITE(6,3O)END1,END2,XS1,XS2
30 FORMAT(' SURMAP ',3G12.4,' - ',3G12.4,/,

> ' ',2G12.4,' - f,2G12.4)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SURPNT(X3,ISURF,X2)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

C ROUTINE TO MAP 3D COORDS TO 2D DRIFT COORDS
C

DIMENSION X3(3),X2(2)
C

DIMENSION END(3)
C

DIMENSION LSURF(4) 1-9,-13,-17,-21/
DIMENSION YSURF(3,4) / 0.0,-0.86, 0.52,
> 0.0, 0.51, 0.82,
> 0.0, 0.86,-0.52,
> 0.0,-0.51,-0.82/
DIMENSION YSHFT(4) /0.,2.6,5.2,7.8/
DIMENSION OFFSET(3,4)
DATA OFFSET

C

/ 1098.89, 447.45, -386.54,
1098.89, 445.22, -385.20,
1098.89, 446.55, -383.06,
1098.89, 448.78, -384.40/

XSHFT =28.0

DO IS = 1,4
IFdSURF.EQ.LSURF (IS) ) GOTO 20

END DO
C UNKNOWN SURFACE

WRITE<6, 10)ISURF
10

c
20

FORMAT('UNKNOWN SURFACE ',18)
RETURN

CONTINUE
DO ID =1,3

END(ID)
END DO

= (X3(ID) - OFFSET(ID,IS))

C NOW DO THE MAP
C

X2 (1) = 0
X2(2) = 0

C

C

c30

YSURF(ID,IS)*END(ID)
DO ID=1,3

X2(2) = X2(2)
END DO
X2 (1) = -END (D+XSHFT
X2(2) = (X2(2) + YSHFT(IS))*9./10.4

WRITE(6,30)END,X2
FORMAT(' SURMAP ',3G12.4,' - ',2G12.4)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SORT(X,N)

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION X(N)

C

C

NINC = LOG(2DO*REAL(N)+1DO)/LOG(3DO)
IF ( NINC -LT. 1 ) NINC = 1

M = (3**NINC-l)/2

DO 50 INC = 1,NINC
MP1 = M + 1

DO 40 J = MP1,N
XX = X(J)
I = J - M

10 IF ( XX .GE. X(I) ) GOTO 30

0 ) GOTO 10

- 1D0

I = I - M
IF ( I .GT.

30 X(I+M) = XX
40 CONTINUE

M = (M-l)/3
50 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C SUBROUTINE MYHAND(SIG,CODE,CONTEXT)
C INTEGER SIG,CODE,CONTEXT(5)
C CALL ABORT()
C END

SUBROUTINE NEWPAG(TITLE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

CHARACTER*80 TITLE,LINE
DIMENSION R0(2),RL(2),X0(2),XI(2),X(2,5),CS(2)
CALL THNEWP(0,0,0)

CALL THCVWP(1)
R0(l) = 0.0
R0(2) = 0.0
RL(1) = 0.9
RL(2) = 1.5
CALL THSVWP(0,0,R0,RL,2)

CALL THCPCP(l)
X0(l) = 0.0
X0(2) = 0.0
Xl(l) = 0.9
Xl(2) = 1.5
CALL THSPCP(XO,X1,2)
CALL THCMAP(1)
CALL THMAP(1)
X0(l) = 0.075
X0(2) =1.38
CALL THMOVE(X0,2)
CS(1) = 0.05
CS (2) =0.05
CALL THCSIZ(0,0,CS,2)
CALL THSTR(TITLE,80)
CALL THTHIK(0.001)
CS(1) = 0.01
CS(2) = 0.01
CALL THCSIZ(0,0,CS,2)

RETURN
END
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* * * * * * * * * * *
SUBROUTINE DRAWIN(XS1,XS2,NS)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION XS1(2,NS),XS2(2,NS)
DIMENSION R0(2),RL(2),X0(2) , XI(2)

CALL THCVWP(l)
R0(l) = 0.075
R0(2) = 1.1
RL(1) =0.9
RL(2) = 0.9*9./50.
CALL THSVWP(0,0,RO,RL,2)
CALL THBOX

CALL THCPCP(l)
X0(l) = 0.0
X0(2) = 0.0
XI(1) = 50.0
XI(2) =9.0
CALL THSPCP(XO,X1,2)
CALL THCMAP(l)
CALL THMAP(1)

DO 1=1,NS
CALL THMOVE(XS1(1,I) ,2)
CALL THJOIN(XS2(1,I),2)

END DO
RETURN
END

t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SUBROUTINE DRAWFL(FLX,NX,NY)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION FLX(NX,NY)
DIMENSION R0(2),RL(2),X0(2),XI(2),X(2,5)

CALL THCVWP(1)
R0(l) = 0.07 5
R0(2) = 0.9
RL(1) = 0.9
RL(2) = 0.9*9./50.
CALL THSVWP(0,0,R0,RL, 2)

CALL
X0(l)
X0(2)
XI (1)
XI (2)
CALL
CALL
CALL

THCPCP(
= 0.0
= 0.0
= 50.0
= 9.0

1)

THSPCP (X0,
THCMAP(1)
THMAP(1

DO J=1,NY
DC) 1=1,NX

X(l,l)
X(2,l)
X(1,2)
X(2,2)
X(l,3)
X(2,3)
X(l,4)
X(2,4)
X(l,5)
X(2,5)
RGB =
RGB =
RGB =
RGB =

)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
FLX
MIN
MAX
1.

XI,2)

I-l
J-1
I-l
J
I
J
I
J-1
I-l
J-1
(I, J)/20.
(RGB,1.0)
(RGB,0.0)
- RGB

[10]
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CALL THSRGB(RGB,RGB,RGB)
CALL THSHAD(16,1,X,2,5)
CALL THCOLR(l)
CALL SHBOX(X,2,5)

END DO
END DO

CALL THCOLR(l)
CALL THBOX
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE DRAWPT(PT,NX,NY)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-2)

DIMENSION PT(NX,NY)
DIMENSION RO(2),RL(2),X0(2),X1(2),X(2,5)

CALL THCVWP(l)
R0(l) = 0.075
R0(2) = 0.7
RL(1) =0.9
RL(2) = 0.9*9./50.
CALL THSVWP (0, 0, R0, RL, 2)
CALL THBOX

CALL THCPCP(l)
X0(l) = 0.0
X0(2) = 0.0
XI(1) = 50.0
Xl(2) = 9.0
CALL THSPCP(XO,X1,2)
CALL THCMAP(1)
CALL THMAP(1)

DO J=1,NY
DO 1 = 1,1

X (1,
X (2,
X (1,'.
x(2,;
X (1
X(2'
X (1,
X(2,
X (1,
X(2,
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

END DO
END DO

NX
1) = I-l
1) = J-1
2) = I-l
2) = J
3) = I
3) = J
4) = I
4) = J-1
5) = I-l
5) = J-1
= PT(I,JJ/5000
= MIN(RGB,1.0)
= MAX(RGB,0.0)
= 1. -RGB
THSRGB(RGB,RGB,RGB)
THSHAD(16,1,X,2,5)
THCOLR(l)
SHBOX(X,2,5)

CALL THCOLR(l)
CALL THBOX

RETURN
END

ir * * * * * +

SUBROUTINE SHBOX(X,ND,NP)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION X(ND,NP)
CALL THMOVE(X(1,1),ND)
DO 1=2,NP

CALL THJOIN(X(1,I),ND)
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END DO
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE RESPON(ISX, ISY, IPSHX,IPSHY,PFRAC,PTIME,MAXP,NPP,
> DELTA,CUMUL,TLOW,TSTEP,NBIN,T5,T50)

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION IPSHX(MAXP),IPSHY(MAXP),PTIME(MAXP),PFRAC(MAXP)
DIMENSION DELTA(NBIN),CUMUL(NBIN)
DO I=1,NBIN

DELTA(I) = 0
CUMUL(I) = 0

END DO
C

DO 1=1,NPP
IFdSX.LE.O.OR. (ISX.EQ.IPSHX(I) .AND. ISY.EQ. IPSHY (I) )) THEN

C ADD THIS P FRACTION TO THE DELTA RESPONSE
IBIN = (PTIME(I) - TLOW)/TSTEP + 1
IF(IBIN.GT.0.AND.IBIN.LE.NBIN)THEN

DELTA(IBIN) = DELTA(IBIN) + PFRAC(I)
END IF

END IF
END DO

C DO THE CUMUL
CUMUL(l) = DELTA(l)
DO 1=2,NBIN

CUMUL(I) = CUMUL(1-1) + DELTA(I)
END DO

C WRITE(6,100)DELTA
100 FORMAT(1X,5G12.4)
C WRITE(6,100)CUMUL

T5 = 0
T50 = 0
C5 = CUMUL(NBIN)*0.05
C50 = CUMUL(NBIN)*0.5
DO 1=1,NBIN

IF(CUMUL(I).GT.C5.AND.T5.EQ.0)THEN
T5 = TLOW + (I-1)*TSTEP

END IF
IF(CUMUL(I).GT.C50.AND.T50.EQ.0)THEN

T50 = TLOW + (I-1)*TSTEP
END IF

END DO

RETURN
END

Q* ************************** 1

SUBROUTINE PTANAL(ISFX,ISFY, IPSHX, IPSHY,PFRAC,PTIME,MAXP,NPP,
> FLUX,TPAR,NX,NY,ISCX,ISCY)

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

IPSHY(MAXP),PTIME(MAXP),PFRAC(MAXP)
TPAR(NX,NY)

DIMENSION IPSHX(MAXP)
DIMENSION FLUX(NX,NY)
FFAST = PFRAC(1)
TFAST = PTIME(1)
ISFX = IPSHX(l)
ISFY = IPSHY(1)
DO I = 1,NPP

IF(PTIME(I).EQ.TFAST.AND.PFRAC(I).GT.FFAST)THEN
FFAST = PFRAC(I)
TFAST = PTIME(I)
ISFX = IPSHX(I)
ISFY = IPSHY (I)

ELSE IF(PTIME(I).LT.TFAST)THEN
FFAST = PFRAC(I)
TFAST = PTIME(I)
ISFX = IPSHX(I)
ISFY = IPSHY (I)
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END IF

END DO
WRITE(6,10)ISFX,ISFY,TFAST,FFAST
FORMAT (' FASTEST SHEET = ' , 2 1 5 , ' ' , 2 G 1 2 . 4 )
ISCX = 1
ISCY = 1
CMAX = 0 .
DO J=1,NY

DO 1=1,NX
IF(FLUX(I , J ) -NE.0)THEN

C = TPAR(I,J)/FLUX(I,J)
IF(C.GT.CMAX)THEN

CMAX = C
ISCX = I
ISCY = J

END IF
END IF

END DO
END DO
WRITE(6,20)ISCX,ISCY,CMAX
FORMAT(' HIGH C SHEET = ',215,' f,2G12.4)

RETURN
END

• * * * <

SUBROUTINE DRAWAH(TITLE,DELTA,CUMUL,NBIN,CFACT,YLOW,YHI,
> TLOW,THI,TSTEP,ICOL,DURATN,SCALEF,CALIB,TT.TLE2)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION DELTA(NBIN),CUMUL(NBIN)
DIMENSION RO (2) ,RL(2) ,X0 (2) ,X1 (2) ,X(2,5) ,CS(2)
CHARACTER*80 TITLE,LINE,TITLE2

CALL THCVWP(l)
CALL THCPCP(l)
CALL THCMAP(l)
R0(l) = 0.2
R0(2) = 0.05
RL(1) = 0.54
RL(2) = 0.405
CALL THSVWP(0,0,R0,RL,2)
CALL THBOX

CMIN =0.0
CMAX =CUMUL(NBIN)*CFACT*SCALEF

X0(l) = TLOW
X0(2) = YLOW
XI(1) = TKI
XI (2) = YHI
CALL THSPCP(XO,X1,2)
CALL THFILL(l)
CALL THMAP(1)
IRITE = 1
CALL BOXLAB(X0,XI,IRITE)
CALL THCOLR(ICOL)

NBINP = INT((THI - TLOW)/(CALIB*TSTEP) )
NBIN2 = MIN(NBIN,NBIN2)

X0(1) = TLOW
X0(2) = 0.
CALL THMOVE(X0,2)
DO I=1,NBIN2

CH = CUMUL(I)*CFACT*SCALEF
12 = I - (DURATN-TLOW)/(TSTEP*CALIB)
IF(I2.GT.0)CH = CH - CUMUL(12)*CFACT*SCALEF

[131
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XOU) = TLOW + (I-1)*TST£P«CALIB
X0(2) = CH
XI (1) - TLOW + I*TSTEP*CALIB
XI (2) •= CH

C WRITE(6,10O)XU,Xl,CUMuL(Ij
CALL THJOIN(X0,2)
CALL THJOIN(X1,2)

END DO

CALL THBOX
C

X(l,l) = TLOW
X(2,l) = YHI
CS(1) = 0.02
CS(2) = 0.02
CALL THCSI2(0,0,CS,2)
CALL THMOVEU, 2)
CALL THSTR(TITLE,80)
CS(1) = 0.01
CS(2) = 0.01
CALL THCSIZ(0,0,CS,2)

C
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE DRAWAF(TITLE,DELTA,CUMUL,NBIN,CFACT,YLOW,YHI,
> TLOW,THI,TSTEP,ICOL,DURATN,SCALEF,CALIB,TITLE2)

C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION DELTA(NBIN),CUMUL(NBIN)
DIMENSION R0(2),RL(2),X0(2),Xl(2),X(2,5),CS(2)
CHARACTER*80 TITLE,LINE,TITLE2

C
CALL THCVWP(l)
CALL THCPCP(l)
CALL THCMAP(l)
R0(l) = 0.2
R0(2) = 0.5
RL(1) =0.54
RL(2) = 0.405
CALL THSVWP(0,0,R0,RL,2)
CALL THBOX

C
CKIN =0.0
CMAX =CUMUL(NBIN)*CFACT*SCALEF

X0(l)
X0(2)
XI (1)
XI (2)
CALL

= TLOW
= YLOW
= THI
= YHI

THSPCP(XO,X1,2)
CALL THFILL(l)
CALL THMAP(l)
IRITE = 1
CALL BOXLAB(X0,XI,IRITE)
CALL THCOLR(ICOL)

C
C

NBIN2 = INT((THI - TLOW)/(CALIB*TSTEP))
NBIN2 = MIN(NBIN,NBIN2)

C
X0(l) = TLOW
X0(2) = YLOW
CALL THMOVE(X0,2)
DO I=1,NBIN2

CH = CUMUL(I)*CFACT*SCALEF
12 = I - (DURATN-TLOW)/(TSTEP*CALIB)
IF(I2.GT.0)CH = CH - CUMUL(12)*CFACT»SCALEF

[14]
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XO(1) =
X0(2) «
XI(1) =
XI(2) =

TLOW + (I-1)*TSTEP*CALIU
CH
TLOW + I*TSTEP*CALIB
CH

c
c

WRITE(6,100)X0,Xl,CUMUL(I)
CALL THJOIN(X0,2)
CALL THJOIN(XI 2)

END DO
CALL THBOX

X(l,l) = TLOW
X(2,l) = YHI
CS(1) = 0.02
CS(2) = 0.02
CALL THCSIZ(0,0,CS,2)
CALL THMOVE(X, 2)
CALL THSTR(TITLE2,80)
CS(1) = 0.01
CS(2) = 0.01
CALL THCSIZ(0,0,CS,2)

RETURN
END
*****
SUBROUTINE DRAWAR(TITLE,DELTA,CUMUL,NBIN,CFACT,YLOW,YHI,
> TLOW,THI,TSTEP,ICOL,DURATN,SCALEF,CALIB,TITLE2)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION DELTA(NBIN),CUMUL(NBIN)
DIMENSION R0(2),RL(2),X0(2),Xl(2),X(2,5),CS(2)
CHARACTER*80 TITLE,LINE,TITLE2

CS(1) = 0.01
CS(2) = 0.01
CALL THCSIZ(0,0,CS,2)

CALL THCVWP(l)
CALL THCPCP(l)
CALL THCMAP(l)
R0(l) = 0.2
R0(2) = 0.95
RL(1) = 0.54
RL(2) = 0.405
CALL THSVWP(0,0,R0,RL,2)
CALL THBOX

CMIN =0.0
CMAX =CUMUL(NBIN)*CFACT*SCALEF

X0(l) = TLOW
X0(2) = YLOW
XI(1) = THI
XI (2) = YHI
CALL THSPCP(XO,X1,2)
CALL THFILL(l)
CALL THMAP(1)
IRITE = 1
CALL BOXLAB(X0,XI,IRITE)
CALL THCOLR(ICOL)

NBIN2 = INT((THI - TLOW)/(CALIB*TSTEP))
NBIN2 = MIN(NBIN,NBIN2)

XO(1) = TLOW
X0(2) = 0.
CALL THMOVE(X0,2)
DO I=1,NBIN2

CH = CUMUL(I)*CFACT*SCALEF

[15]



Appendix C-7 cont.
12 = I - (DURATN-TLOW)/(TSTEP*CALIB)
IF(I2.GT.O)CH = CH - CUMUL(12)*CFACT*SCALEF
X0(l) = TLOW + (I-1)*TSTSP*CALIB
X0(2) = CH
XI(1) = TLOW + I*TSTEP*CALIB
XI(2) = CH
WRITE(6,100)XO,XI,CUMUL(I)

CALL THJOIN(X0,2)
CALL THJOIN(X1,2)

END DO
CALL THBOX

X(l,l) = TLOW
X(2,l) = YHI
CS(1) = 0.02
CS(2) = 0.02
CALL THCSIZ(0,0,CS,2)
CALL THMOVE(X,2)
CALL THSTR(TITLE2,80)
CS(1) = 0.01
CS(2) = 0.01
CALL THCSIZ(0,0,CS,2)

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE BOXLAB(X0,Xl,I3IDE)
DIMENSION X0(2),X1(2),X(2)
CHARACTER*12 LINE

XDISH = 0.05 * ( Xl(l) - X0(l) )
XDISV = 0.05 * ( XI(2) - X0(2) )

X(l) = X0(l)
X(2) = X0(2) - XDISV
ND = 2
CALL THMOVE(X,ND)
WRITE(LINE,10) X0(l)
CALL THSTR(LINE,12)

X(l) = X0(l)
X(2) = X0(2) - XDISV
ND = 2
CALL THMOVE(X,ND)
WRITE(LINE,10) Xl(l)
CALL THSTR(LINE,12)

C

C
10
C

IF ( ISIDE.EQ.O) X(l)
IF ( ISIDE.EQ.l) X(l)
X(2) = X0(2)
KD = 2
CALL THMOVE(X,ND)
WRITE(LINE,10) X0(2)
CALL THSTR(LINE,12)

IF ( ISIOE.EQ.O) X(l)
IF ( ISIDE.EQ.l) X(l)
X(2) = Xl(2)
ND = 2
CALL THMOVE(X,ND)
WRITE(LINE,10) XI (2)
CALL THSTR(LINE,12)

FORMAT(G12.4)

RETURN
END

X0(l) - XDISH
Xl(l) - XDISH

X0(l) - XDISK
XI (1) - XDISH

SUBROUTINE DRHIST(X,NP,HIST,NBIN,HLOW,HHI,HSCALE, R0,RL,TITLE)



Appendix C-7 cont.
DIMENSION X(NP)
DIMENSION HIST(NBIN)
DIMENSION
DIMENSION

R0(2),RL(2)
XP(2,5),XO(2),X1(2),CS(2)

CHARACTER*80 TITLE,LINE

DO I=1,NBIN
HIST(I) = 0

END DO

NBING = 0
HSTEP = (HHI-HLOW)/NBIN
DO 1=1,NP

ABIN = (X(I) - HLOW)/HSTEP
IBIN = INT(ABIN)
IF(ABIN.GT.IBIN) IBIN = IBIN + 1
IF(IBIN.GT.0.AND.IBIN.LE.NBIN)THEN

HIST(IBIN) = HIST(IBIN) + 1
NBING = NBING + 1

END IF
END DO
IF (NBING.GT.0)THEN

DO 1=1,NBIN
HIST (I) = HIST (I)/FLOAT(NBING)

END DO
END IF

CALL THCVWP(l)
CALL THCPCP(l)
CALL THCMAP(l)
CALL THSVWP(0,0,R0,RL,2)
CALL THBOX

X0(l) = HLOW
X0(2) = 0.
XI (1) = HHI
XI (2) = 1.
CALL THSPCP(XO,X1,2)
CALL THFILL(l)
CALL THMAP(l)
ILEFT = 0
CALL BOXLAB(X0,XI,ILEFT)
CALL THCOLR(l)

DO 1=1,NBIN

XP(2',1) =
XP(1,2) =
XP(2,2) =
XP(1,3) =
XP(2,3) =
XP(1,4) =
XP(2,4) =
XP(1,5)
XP(2,5)

FLOAT(I-1)*HSTEP
0.
FLOAT(I-1)*HSTEP
HIST(I)
FLOAT(I)*HSTEP
HIST(I)
FLOAT(I)*HSTEP
0
FLOAT(I-1)*HSTEP
0

CALL
END DO

THSHAD(16,0,XP,2,5)

XP(1,1) = (X0(l)+Xl (1))*0.25
XP (2,1) = XI(2)
CS(1) = 0.02
CS(2) = 0.02
CALL THCSIZ(0,0,CS,2)
CALL THMOVE(XP,2)
CALL THSTR (TITLE,80)
CS(1) = 0.01
CS(2) =0.01
CALL THCSIZ(0,0,CS,2)



Appendix C-7 cont.
XP(1,1) •= (X0(l)+Xl(l))*0.25
XP(2,1) =X1(2) - (Xl (2 ) -Xl ( l ) )*0 .1
WRITE(LINE,900)NBING

900 FORMAT('Number of responding sheets
CALL THSTR(LINE,80)
RETURN
END

,13)



mv fort.7
. ./Billsrc/nperf2

Appendix C-8
../Billsrc/nperf2 « eof
TR4003 - C2 - Phloxine
/home/alan/stripa/tracer_prodn/tr4003.dri
1
2031 1.18 3
0.18
TR4003.ph.exc
eof
mv fort.20 TR4 003.ph.out
mv fort.7 TR4003.ph.ps
../Billsrc/nperf2 « eof
TR40041 - C2:l - Phloxine
/home/alan/stripa/tracer_prodn/tr4004.dri
1
2031 1.26 3
0.18
TR40041.ph.exc
eof
mv fort.20 TR40041.ph.out
mv fort.7 TR40041.ph.ps
../Billsrc/nperf2 « eof
TR40042 - C2:l - Phloxine
/home/alan/stripa/tracer_prodn/tr4004.dri
2
2031 1.26 3
0.18
TR40042.ph.exc
eof
mv fotc.20 TR40042.ph.out

TR40042.ph.ps
eof

TR40043 - C2:l - Phloxine
/home/alan/stripa/tracer_prodn/tr4 004.dri
3
2031 1.26 3
0.18
TR40043.ph.exc
eof
mv fort.20 TR40043.ph.out
mv fort.7 TR40043.ph.ps
. ./Billsrc/nperf2 << eof
TR40051 - C2:l - Phloxine
/home/alan/stripa/tracer_prodn/tr4 005.dri
1
2031 2.07 3
0.18
TR40051.ph.exc
eof
mv fort.20 TR40051.ph.out

TR40051.ph.ps
eof

TR40052 - C2:l - Phloxine
/home/alan/stripa/tracer_prodn/tr4 005.dri
2
2031 2.07 3
0.18
TR40052.ph.exc
eof
mv fort .20 TR40052.ph.out

TR40052.ph.ps
eof

TR40053 - C2:l - Phloxine
/home/alan/stripa/tracer_prodn/tr4005.dri
3
2031 2.07 3
0.18
TR40053.ph.exc
eof
mv fort.20 TR40053.ph.out

mv fort.7
. ./Billsrc/nperf2

mv fort.7
. . /Billsrc/nperf2

:n
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mv f o r t . 7 TR40053.ph.ps
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Stripa Project - Previously Published Reports

1980
TR 81-01
"Summary of defined programs"
L Carlsson and T Olsson
Geological Survey of Sweden. Uppsala
I Neretnieks
Royal Institute of Technology. Stockholm
R Pusch
University of Luleå
Sweden November 1980

1981
TR 81-02
"Annual Report 1980"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Co/Division KBS
Stockholm, Sweden 1981

IR 81-03
"Migration in a single fracture
Preliminary experiments in Stripa"
Harald Abelm. Ivars Neretnieks
Royal Institute of Technology
Stockholm. Sweden April 1981

IR 82-02
"Buffer Mass Test- Data Acquisition and
Data Processing Systems"
B Hagvali
University of Luleå, Sweden August 1982

IR 82-03
"Buffer Mass Test - Software for the Data
Acquisition System"
B Hagvali
University of Luleå. Sweden August 1982

IR 82-04
"Core-logs of the Subhorizontal
Boreholes N1 and E1"
L Carlsson,w Stejskal
Geological Survey of Sweden. Uppsala
T Olsson
K-Konsult, Engineers and Architects. Stockholm
Sweden August 1982

IR 81-04
"Equipment for hydraulic testing"
Lars Jacobsson, Henrik Norlander
Stälibergs Grufve AB
Stripa, Sweden July 1981

!R 81-05
Part I "Core-logs of borehole VI
down to 505 m"
L Carlsson, V Stejskal
Geological Survey of Sweden, Uppsala
T Olsson
K-Konsult. Stockholm

Part II "Measurement of Triaxial rock
stresses in borehole VI"
L Strindell, M Andersson
Swedish State Power Board, Stockholm
Sweden July 1981

1982
TR 82-01
"Annual Report 1981"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Co/Division KBS
Stockholm. Sweden February 1982

IR 82-05
"Core-logs of the Vertical Borehole V2'
L Carlsson, T Eggert, B Westlund
Geological Survey of Sweden. Uppsala
T Olsson
K-Konsult. Engineers and Architects. Stockholm
Sweden August 1982

IR 82-06
"Buffer Mass Test - Buffer Materials"
R Pusch. L Börgesson
University of Luleå
J Nilsson
AB Jacobson & Widmark, Luleå
Sweden August 1982

IR 82-07
"Buffer Mass Test - Rock Drilling and
Civil Engineering"
R Pusch
University of Luleå
J Nilsson
AB Jacobson & Widmark. Luleå
Sweden September 1982



IR 82-08
"Buffer Mass Test - Predicitions of the
behaviour of the bentonite-based buffer
materials"
L Borgesson
University of Luleå
Sweden August 1982

1983
IR 83-01
"Geochemical and isotope characteriza-
tion of the Stripa groundwaters -
Progress report"
Leif Carlsson,
Swedish Geological. Göteborg
Tommy Olsson,
Geological Survey of Sweden. Uppsala
John Andrews.
University of Bath, UK
Jean-Charles Fontes.
Université. Paris-Sud. Pans, France
JeanLMichelot.
Université, Paris-Sud. Paris. France
Kirk Nordstrom.
United states Geological Survey. Memo Park
California. USA
February 1983

TR 83-02
"Annual Report 1982"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Co Division KBS
Stockholm, Sweden April 1983

IR 83-03
"Buffer Mass Test - Thermal calculations
for the high temperature test"
Sven Knutsson
University of Luleå
Sweden May 1983

IR83-04
"Buffer Mass Test - Site Documentation"

Roland Pusch
Univeristy of Luleå and Swedish State Power Board
Jan Nilsson
AB Jacobson & Widmark. Luleå,
Sweden October 1983

IR83-05
"Buffer Mass Test - Improved Models for
Water Uptake and Redistribution in the
Heater Holes and Tunnel Backfill"
R Pusch
Swedish State Power Board
L Borgesson, S Knutsson
University of Luleå
Sweden, October 1983

IR 83-06
"Crosshole Investigations — The Use of
Borehole Radar for the Detection of Frac-
ture Zones in Crystalline Rock"
Olle Olsson
Erik Sandberg
Swedish Geological
Bruno Nilsson
Boliden Mineral AB, Sweden
October 1983

1984
TR 84-01
"Annual Report 1983"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Co/Division KBS
Stockholm. Sweden, May 1984.

IR 84-02
"Buffer Mass Test — Heater Design
and Operation"
Jan Nilsson
Swedish Geological Co
Gunnar Ramqvist
EI-teknoAB
Roland Pusch
Swedish State Power Board
June 1984

IR 84-03
"Hydrogeological and Hydrogeochemical
Investigations—Geophysical Borehole
Measurements"
Olle Olsson
Ante Jämtlid
Swedish Geological Co.
August 1984

IR 84-04
"Crosshole Investigations—Preliminary
Design of a New Borehole Radar System"
O. Olsson
E.Sandberg
Swedish Geological Co.
August 1984

IR 84-05
"Crosshole Investigations—Equipment
Design Considerations for Sinusoidal
Pressure Tests"
David C. Holmes
British Geological Survey
September 1984



IR 84-06
"Buffer Mass Test — Instrumentation"
Roland Pusch, Thomas Forsberg
University of Luleå. Sweden
Jan Nilsson
Swedish Geological, Luleå
Gunnar Ramqvist, Sven-Erik Tegelmark
Stripa Mine Service, Stora
September 1984

IR 84-07
"Hydrogeological and Hydrogeochemical"
Investigations in Boreholes — Fluid
Inclusion Studies in the Stripa Granite
Sten Lindblom
Stockholm University, Sweden
October 1984

IR 84-08
"Crosshole investigations — Tomography
and its Application to Crosshole Seismic
Measurements"
Sven Ivansson
National Defence Research Institute,
Sweden
November 1984

1985
IR 85-01
"Borehole and Shaft Sealing — Site
documentation"
Roland Pusch
Jan Nilsson
Swedish Geological Co
Gunnar Ramqvist
ElteknoAB
Sweden
February 1985

IR 85-02
"Migration in a Single Fracture —
Instrumentation and site description"
Harald Abelin
JardGidlund
Royal Institute of Technology
Stockholm, Sweden
February 1985

TR 85-03
"Final Report of the Migration in a Single
Fracture — Experimental results and
evaluation"
H. Abelin
I. Neretnieks
S.Tunbrant
L. Moreno
Royal Institute of Technology
Stockholm, Sweden
May 1985

IR 85-04
"Hydrogeological and Hydrogeochemical
Investigations in Boreholes —
Compilation of geological data"
Seje Carlsten
Swedish Geological Co
Uppsala, Sweden
June 1985

IR85-05
"Crosshole Investigations —
Description of the small scale site"
Seje Caristen
Kurt-Åke Magnusson
Olle Olsson
Swedish Geological Co
Uppsala, Sweden
June 1985

TR 85-06
"Hydrogeological and Hydrogeochemical
Investigations in Boreholes — Final report
of the phase I geochemical investigations
of the Stripa groundwaters"
D.K. Nordstrom, US Geological Survey, USA
J.N. Andrews, University of Bath, United Kingdom
L Carlsson, Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
J-C. Fontes, Universite Paris-Sud, France
P. Fritz, University of Waterloo, Canada
H. Moser. Gesellschaft fur Strahlen- und
Umweltforschung, West Germany
T. Olsson, Geosystem AB, Sweden
July 1985

TR 85-07
"Annual Report 1984"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.
Stockholm, July 1985

IR 85-08
"Hydrogeological and Hydrogeochemical
Investigations in Boreholes—Shut-in tests"
L. Carlsson
Swedish Geological Co
T. Olsson
Uppsala Geosystem AB
July 1985

IR 85-09
"Hydrogeological and Hydrogeochemical
Investigations in Boreholes—Injection-
recovery tests and interference tests"
L Carlsson
Swedish Geological Co
T. Olsson
Uppsala Geosystem AB
July 1985



TR 85-10
"Hydrogeological and Hydrogeochemicat
Investigations in Boreholes—Final report"
L Carlsson
Swedish Geological Co
T. Olsson
Uppsala Geosystem MB
July 1985

1986
IR 86-01
"Crosshole Investigations—Description
of the large scale site"
Göran Nilsson
Olle Olsson
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
February 1986

TR 85-11
"Final Report of the Buffer Mass Test -
Volume I: scope, preparative field work,
and test arrangement"
R. Pusch
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
J.Nilsson
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
G. Ramqvist
El-tekno Co. Sweden
July 1985

TR 85-12
"Final Report of the Buffer Mass Test-
Volume II: test results"
R. Pusch
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
L. Börgesson
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
G. Ramqvist. El-tekno Co, Sweden
August 1985

IR 85-13
"Crosshole Investigations — Compilation
of core log data from F1-F6"
S. Carlsten.
A.Stråhle.
Swedish Geological Co. Sweden
September 1985

TR 85-14
"Final Report of the Buffer Mass Test -
Volume III: Chemical and physical stability
of the buffer materials"
Roland Pusch
Swedish Geological Co.
Sweden
November 1985

IR 86-02
"Hydrogeological Characterization of the
Ventilation Drift (Buffer Mass Test) Area, Stripa,
Sweden"
J.E Gale
Memorial University, NfId., Canada
A. Rouleau
Environment Canada, Ottawa, Canada
February 1986

IR 86-03
"Crosshole Investigations—The method,
theory and analysis of crosshole sinusoidal
pressure tests in fissured rock"
John H Black
John A Barker*
David J. Noy
British Geological Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham,
United Kingdom
'Wallingford, Oxon, United Kingdom
June 1986

TR 86-04
"Executive Summary of Phase 1"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.
Stockholm, July 1986

TR 8&05
"Annual Report 1985"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.
Stockholm, August 1986



1987
TR 87-01
"Final Report of the Borehole,
Shaft, and Tunnel Sealing Test —
Volume I: Borehole plugging"
R. Pusch
L. Börgesson
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
G. Ramqvist
El-Tekno Co, Sweden
January 1987

TR 87-06
"Crosshole Investigations — Results
from Seismic Borehole Tomography"
J. Pihl
M. Hammarström
S. Ivansson
P. Morén
National Defence Research Institute.
Sweden
December 1986

TR 87-02
"Final Report of the Borehole,
Shaft, and Tunnel Sealing Test —
Volume II: Shaft plugging"
R. Pusch
L Börgesson
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
G- Ramqvist
El-Tekno Co, Sweden
January 1987

TR 87-03
"Final Report of the Borehole,
Shaft, and Tunnel Sealing Test —
Volume III: Tunnel plugging"
R. Pusch
L. Börgesson
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
G. Ramqvist
El-Tekno Co, Sweden
February 1987

TR 87-04
"Crosshole Investigations—Details of
the Construction and Operation of the
Hydraulic Testing System"
D. Holmes
British Geological Survey, United Kingdom
M. Sehlstedt
Swedish Geological Co., Sweden
May 1986

IR 87-05
"Workshop on Sealing Techniques,
tested in the Stripa Project and being of
General Potential use for Rock Sealing"
R. Pusch
Swedish Geological Co., Sweden
February 1987

TR 87-07
"Reflection and Tubew? •'- Analysis
of the Seismic Data!' t the Stripa
Crosshole Site"
C. Cosma
VibrometricOV ,"-• .and
S. Bähler
M.Hamm? jm
J. Pihl
Nation , .̂ '.rence Research Institute.
SWP
D. \.-.oer1986

TR 87-08
"Crosshole Investigations — Short
and Medium Range Seismic
Tomography"
C. Cosma
Vibrometric OY, Finland
February 1987

TR 87-09
"Program for the Stripa Project
Phase 3,1986-1991"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Manage-
ment Co. Stockholm, May 1987

TR 87-10
"Crosshole Investigations — Physi-
cal Properties of Core Samples from
Boreholes F1 and F2"
K-A. Magnusson
S. Carlsten
O. Olsson
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
June 1987



TR 87-11
"Crosshole Investigations—Results from
Borehole Radar Investigations"
O Olsson, L Falk, O Forslund, L Lundmark,
E Sandberg
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
May 1987

TR 87-12
"State-oMhe-Art Report on Potentially
Useful Materials for Sealing Nuclear
Waste Repositories"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management
Co, Stockholm
June 1987

IR 87-13
"Rock Stress Measurements in Borehole V3"
B. Bjarnason
G. Raillard
University of Luleå. Sweden
July 1987

TR 87-14
"Annual Report 1986*
August 1987

TR 87-15
"Hydrogeological Characterization of the
Stripa Site"
J. Gale
R. MacLeod
J. Welhan
Memorial University, Nfld., Canada
C Cole
L. Vail
Battelle Pacific Northwest Lab.
Richland, Wash., USA
June 1987

TR 87-16
"Crosshole Investigations - Final Report"
O. Olsson
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
J. Black
British Geological Survey, United Kingdom
C. Cosma
Vibrometric OY, Finland
J. Phil
National Defence Research Institute, Sweden
September 1987

TR 87-17
"Site Characterization and Validation -
Geophysical Single Hole Logging
B. Fridh
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
December 1987

TR 87-18
"Crosshole Investigations -
Hydrogeological Results and Interpretations"
J. Black
D. Holmes
M. Brightman
British Geological Survey. United Kingdom
December 1987

TR 87-19
"3-D Migration Experiment —
Report 1
Site Preparation and Documentation"
H. Abelin
L Birgersson
Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
November 1987

TR 87-20
"3-D Migration Experiment —
Report 2
Instrumentation and Tracers"
H. Albelin
L Birgersson
J. Gidlund
Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
November 1987

TR 87-21
Part I "3-D Migration Experiment •
Report 3
Performed Experiments,
Results and Evaluation"
H. Abelin
L. Birgersson
J. Gidlund
L Moreno
I. Neretnieks
H. Widen
T. Ågren
Royal institute of Technology, Sweden
November 1987

Part II "3-D Migration Experiment
Report 3
Performed Experiments,
Results and Evaluations
Appendices 15,16 and 17"
H. Abelin
L Birgersson
J. Gidlund
L Moreno
I. Neretnieks
H. Widen
T. Ågren
Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
November 1987



TR 87-22
"3-D Migration Experiment -
Report 4
Fracture Network Modelling
oftheStripa3-DSite"
J. Andersson
B Dverstorp
Royal Institute of Technology. Sweden
November 1987

1988
TR 88-01
"Crosshole Investigations -
Implementation and Fractional
Dimension Interpretation of
Sinusoidal Tests"
D. Noy
J. Barker
J. Black
D. Holmes
British Geological Survey, United Kingdom
February 1988

IR 88-02
"Site Characterization and Validation —
Monitoring of Head in the Stripa Mine
During 1987"
S. Carlsten
O. Olsson
O. Persson
M Sehlstedt
Swedish Geological Co., Sweden
April 1988

TR 88-03
"Site Characterization and Validation -
Borehole Rodar Investigations, Stage I"
O. Olsson
J. Eriksson
L Falk
E. Sandberg
Swedish Geological Co., Sweden
April 1988

TR 88-04
"Rock Sealing - Large Scale Field Test
and Accessory Investigations"
R. Pusch
Clay Technology, Sweden
March 1988

TR 88-05
"Hydrogeochemical Assessment of
Crystalline Rock for Radioactive Waste
Disposa The Stripa Experience"
J. Andrews
University of Bath, United Kingdom
J-C. Fontes
Université Paris-Sud, France
P. Fritz
University of Waterloo, Canada
K. Nordstrom
US Geological Survey. USA
August 1988

TR 88-06
"Annual Report 1987"
June 1988

IR 88-07
"Site Characterization and Validation -
Results From Seismic Crosshole
and Reflection Measurements, Stage I"
C. Cosma
R. Korhonen
Vibrometric Oy. Finland
M. Hammarström
P. Morén
J. Pihl
National Defence Research Institute, Sweden
September 1988

IR 88-08
"Stage I Joint Characterization and
Stage II Preliminary Prediction using
Small Core Samples"
G. Vik
N. Barton

orwegian Geotechnical Institute, Norway
August 1988

IR 88-09
"Site Characterization and Validation -
Hydrochemical Investigations in Stage I'
P. Wikberg
M. Laaksoharju
J. Bruno
A. Sandino
Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
September 1988



IR 88-10
"Site Characterization and Validation -
Drift and Borehole Fracture Data Stage I"
J. Gale
Fracflow Consultants Inc., Nfld., Canada
A. Stråhle
Swedish Geological Co, Uppsala. Sweden
September 1988

TR 88-11
"Rock Sealing - Interim Report on the
Rock Sealing Project (Stage I)"
R. Pusch
L. Börgesson
A. Fredrikson
Clay Technology, Sweden
I. Markström
M. Erlstrom
Swedish Geological Co, Sweden
G Ramqvist
El-Tekno AB, Sweden
M. Gray
AECL, Canada
W. Coons
IT Corp., USA
September 1988

IR 89-04
"Site Characterization and Validation -
Single Borehole Hydraulic Testing"
D. Holmes
British Geological Survey, U.K.
March 1989

TR 89-05
"Annual Report 1988"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.
Stockholm
May 1989

IR 89-06
"Site Characterization and Validation —
Monitoring of Head in the Stripa Mine
During 1988"
O. Persson
Swedish Geological Co., Uppsala, Sweden
O. Olsson
ABEM AB, Uppsala, Sweden
M. Sehlstedt
Swedish Geological Co., Mala, Sweden
April 1989

1989
TR 89-01
"Executive Summary of Phase 2"
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co.,
Stockholm
February 1989

IR 89-07
"Site Characterization and Validation -
Geophysical Single Hole Logging,
Stage 3"
P. Andersson
Swedish Geological Co., Uppsala, Sweden
May 1989

TR 89-02
"Fracture Flow Code Cross - Verification
Plan"
W. Dershowitz
Golder Associates Inc., USA
A. Herbert
AERE Harwell Laboratory, U. K.
J. Long
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, USA
March 1989

TR 89-03
"Site Characterization and Validation
Stage 2 - Prelimiary Predictions"
O. Olsson
ABEM AB, Sweden
J. Black
Golder Associates, U K.
J. Gale
Fracflow Inc., Canada
D. Holmes
British Geological Survey, U. K.
May 1989

TR 89-08
"Water Row in Single Rock Joints"
E. Hakami
Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden
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"C Boreholes, Simulated Drift and Small
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R. MacLeod
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H. Widen
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TR 91-03
"Interpretation of Fracture System
Geometry Using Well Test Data"
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J. Geier
Golder Associates Inc. Redmond, Wash. USA
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TR 91-04
"Application of Computer Aided Design
(CADD) in Data Display and Integration
of Numerical and Field Results -
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D. Press
S. Halliday
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TR 91-05
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K. Monsen
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TR 91-07
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P. Heikkinen
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July 1991
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P. Heikkinen
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Tracer Transport in Fractures:
Analysis of Field Data Based on a
Variable -Aperture Channel Model"
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Y.W Tsang
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June 1991
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"tnfow Measurements in the D-Holes at
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J. Danielson
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S. Jönsson
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TR 91-16
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S. Kindred
Golder Associates Inc. Redmond.
Washington. USA
June 1991

TR 91-17
"Large Scale Cross Hole Testing"
J.K. Ball
J.H. Black
M. Brightman
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T Doe
Golder Associates, Seattle, USA
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Final Report"
O. Olsson
Conterra AB, Uppsala, Sweden
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Geosigma AB, Uppsala, Sweden
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S. Tiren
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Excavation Stress Effects Around the
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"Superplasticizer Function and Sorption
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Grouts"
M Onofrei
M. Gray
L.H Roe
AECL Research, Whiteshell Laboratories
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"Distinct Element Modelling of Joint
Behavior in Nearfield Rock"
H. Hökmark
Clay Technology AB, Lund, Sweden
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Itasca Geomekanik AB, Falun, Sweden
September 1991

TR 91-23
"Preliminary - Discrete Fracture Network
Modelling of Tracer Migration Experiment
at the SCV Site"
W.S. Dershowitz
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J.E. Geier
G Lee
Golder Associates Inc.
Redmond, Washington, USA
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TR 91-24
"Theoretical Investigations of Grout
Seal Longevity"
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WE. Coons
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M.G.Wallace
RE/SPEC Inc., Albuquerque, NM, USA
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TR 91-25
"Site Characterization and Validation -
Equipment Design and Techniques Used
in Single Borehole Hydraulic Testing,
Simulated Drift Experiment and Cross-
hole Testing"
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M. Sehlstedt
SGAB, Mala, Sweden
October 1991

TR 91-26
"Final Report on Test 4 -
Sealing of Natural Fine-Fracture Zone'
R. Pusch
L. Börjesson
O. Kärnland
H. Hökmark
Clay Technology AB, Lund, Sweden
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TR 91-27
'Evaporation Measurement in the
Validation Drift - Part 2"
K. Watanabe
M. Osada
Saitama University. Urawa, Saitama. Japan
November 1991

TR 91-28
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Hydraulic Conductivity Data from
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A. Winberg
Conterra AB. Göteborg. Sweden
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TR 91-29
"Cross-Verification Testing of
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Codes"
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Columbus. Ohio, USA
G. Lee
Golder Associates Inc.
Redmond, Washington, USA
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TR 91-30
"Final Report of the Rock Sealing
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R. Pusch
O. Kärnland
H. Hökmark
T. Sanden
L. Börgesson
Clay Technology AB, Lund, Sweden
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L Roe
AECL-Research
Whitesheli Laboratories
Pinawa, Manitoba. Canada
December 1991

TR 91-34
"Final Report of the Rock Sealing
Project - Sealing off the Near Field Rock
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L. Börgesson
R. Pusch
A. Fredriksson
H. Hökmark
O. Kärnland
T. Sanden
Clay Technology AB. Lund Sweden
December 1991
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"Modelling For the Stripa Site
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Inflow: Prediction of Row Through
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R. MacLeod*
AEA Decommissioning & Radwaste
Harwell Laboratory. Oxon, England
'Fracflow Consultants, St. Johns, Newfoundland.
Canada
"Geoscience Ltd., Falmouth, England
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"Evaporation Measurement in the
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Comparison Between the First and
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K. Watanabe
Saitama University. Urawa
Saitama, Japan
December 1991

TR 91-37
"Characterization of the Structure
and Geometry of the H Fracture Zone
at the SCV Site"
J Gale
R. MacLeod
G Bursey
Fracflow Consultants Inc.
St. John's. Nfld , Canada
A. Stråhle
S. Tirén
Swedish Geological Co.
Uppsala, Sweden
December 1991
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